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Sand-gritted hands shadO\; my eyes, 
Lids narrowed gainst the fierce sun's wrath, 
Ny vision blurred, I strain to see what lies 
Beyond the rocks that quiver on the path. 
Heat burns my Shoulders through clinging shirt, 
SWeat puddles on my back in vain to cool. 
My feet, twin slmllen agonies, encrusted with the dirt 
Of Vulcan's blood-red soil, and I the fool 
Who seeks you hopelessly: and yet 
I'll search the desert lands for one who knows 
His own world as I never can, teeth set 
Against the torturing heat that hotter grows. 
Lose you I cannot: for if you are dead 
I'll seek boyond the grave to find my friend. 
The bond that binds us, love that stays unsaid, 
Is stronger than my life, will never end. 
They tell me, and with logiC are the reasons given, 
You cannot still be living, but I still pursue 
The path I now am on, although my heart is riven 
With fear and dread and anger. Now a flash of blue 
Catches my eye, and fierce hope flares, 
But mind in doubting agony I run, 
O'er burning rock, through brilliant light which glares 
To add to tears I shed unforced by sun. 
Beside your body now I kneel and place 
My trembling hands upon your still, unmoving breast, 
Dropping my head to look upon that face 
More dear than kin. FUlfilled my quest. 
I stay beside you as the cooling day 
Turns into night around us, and the sky 
Which we have roamed together helps me pray 
That we may not be parted, and I, too, may die: 
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vJITH HOOPS OF STEEL 
~iCCoy glared furiously across' Kirk's desk. 
"'of all the idiotic, ridiculous things I ,ever heard of, captain," he snarled, 
"this is the damnedest:" A decision you will spend ,the rest of your life regretting. 
Luckily for you" I shan't be around to tell you :i told you so - I'm getting out too. 
Since Spock left, you've been impossible to live with:" 
The angry doctor added despair to his mixed catalogue of emotions as he watched 
steel shutters draw down over Kirk's face. He'd hoped the reference to Spack, gone 
so quickly, so inexorably with the rest of the crew only a week before, would have 
broken Kirk at last and made him talk nut his loss. 
"Spock felt his usefulness in spac(i was over' and that his life needed a new 
heading," Kirk siLid coldly. "I respected his decision, IlOctor, as you should mine. 
There is nothing more to be said." 
HoGoy's shoUlders slumped. Three weeks of argument, all the way to the 
Admir'al's office, had taken their toll. He was aware of the manipUlation that had 
shaped Kirk',s decision, aware of the blank Spock's swift departure had left in both 
their lives, and sensed that Kirk had still not accepted <'r understood that loss as 
he Should. To make him see it now might be unnecessarily cruel, might even push 
Kirk, still physically and emotionally drained with the abrupt relaxation that had 
come with the ending of the 1nterprise's five-year mission, over the edge he seemed 
to walk so 'carelessly. Naybe the two of them would come to their senses in time, 
though he feared not. He sank down into the nearest chair. ' 
"I'm sorry, Jim. Sorry it all had to end like this - ,after five glorious 
years it should have ended with a burst of rockets, but there's only the silly thump 
of a burned-out stick dropping in the baok yard. One day we'll all know what we've 
lost... I only hope it won't be too late Cor us." 
Kirk, too, relaxed, leaning back in his chair. "Bones, you're a sentamentalist," 
he said accusingly. 
"Naybe I am, ,; lVlcCoy conceded. "I don't happen to see anything wrong in a 
little old-fashioned sentiment." 
"You can't go backHards," Kirk said €,i)r.tly .'~ve haven't come to the end of 
our useful lives by a long way, merely to one part of them. It'S happened to us 
before, that we've turned our backs on a dead past.,i HcCoy winced at old memories; 
Kirk rose to placo a gentlo hand on his shoulder. '~e'both have good things to go 
on to, Bones. vie'll keep in ioouch." . 
Nccoy nodded. He felt old, tired and drained. "A couple of months away Hill 
do us both good," he agreed. "Have you made your plans, Jim?" 
Kirk grinned at him. "Bones, you know as well as I do how much I'Ve boon 
seeing of L m:i Ciani .; you can 'add tHO and two with the best of 'em!" 
Then MoCoy knew he was defeated. Nogura he might have fought, but Hith'Lori 
Ciani ranged alongside, apparently prepared to play the whore for Starfleet, it 
Has time for a simple country dvotor to duck out. 
"One day. Jim," he said numbly. "one day you'll understand what you've lost, 
and then...... God help you!" 
Kirk sat down aGain and watched his 'cabin door slide to, carefully unclenching 
his fists. He spent too much'damn time consciously relaxing these days. Vlell" in 
three hours he'd be off .on, ,that. GY.tended leave Hith Lori. He f"lthis tirl'..'<i, body 
tingle 'wi th anticipat:ion. Companionship Has what he needed, the lazy adceptance of 
undemanding friendship, the meeting of compatible minds ••• His thought~ shied 
nervously. To hell with minds. He'd thcught he had the greatest fri0ndship a man 
had ever been offored, nOH it was gone,wrenched from him before ha'd had tiino to 
think or argue. Spock had completed his debriefing, handed his resignation,over 
and left within tho ,day, leaving Kirk still enmeshed in his own longan<;i arduous 
conferences at the completion 'of their misSion. A more Vulcan Spack than he had 
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soen sinco their early days together, his eyes romote and cold, refusing to see 
the pleading in his friend's face. Kirk's expression hardenod at tho memory. 
1'1 ell , ho was damned if he would follOW him. After five years of relationships, 
Edith, Miramanoo, and tho many, many others, loss deep but still meaningful, 
made only to be broken, he was more than ready for a steady, one-year contract 
and a little stability around him. He asked nothing more than a simple life 
with no calls to duty, no lifo and death decisions, no balancing of ono evil 
against another, and above all, no more agonising over the possib10 death of 
that one being ••• 
Idly, he 1fondered ';~lst hm; many times in the last five years he had thought 
ho had lost Spock for ever. How worry had threatened to tear him apart until 
desperation had found a way yet again. Small wonder Spock had made the final 
break and gone back to Vu1oan, probably to lose his HUman half for ever. Well, 
he wished him luck - the future was ahead, and for the first time in five years, 
he could predict most of what that future ;lOu1d bring. A simple life, peaceful 
and direct; first a long, long leave with Lori so he could relax, soak up sunshine 
and fresh air, revel in the sensuous pleasures of idleness and female company, 
and then, refreshed and eager onco more, his· new job at Starf1eet, the chance of 
bridging tho widening gap in understanding between the earth-bound members of his 
breed and those who ranged the universe. A valuable, rewarding task. vlhile othr 
others tore themselves apart out there, he would be healing his own wounds, 
becoming whole once again. 
He stood up. still plenty to do before he finally relinquished command of 
his ever-demanding mistress and took himself to a gentler, easier partnership. 
Now for the final tour of inspection, the final 1eavetaking, and th~n· it would be 
over- behind him - gone. 
+++++++++ 
Lori woke in the moonlit room and watched the pacing figure. She sighed 
inwardly. The news could hardly have come at a worse time, and she silently 
cursed the visitor who had interrupted their idyll. They were n·earing the end 
of their year's contract now, and Kirk had settled oomfortab1y into the daily 
routine at Starfleet Command. His days were solidly filled with work of obvious 
necessity, and would be fOr many months to come. She shrugged away the thought 
of the time that would inevitably come When that work-load would leesen. That 
worry could be dealt with then. This present concern had been beyond her control. 
Neither she nor Nogura had allowed fOl' the SUdden eruption of JVicCoy upon their 
carefully directed scene. The DOctor had arrived unannounced, doubtless knotling 
they would have managed to prevent his seeing Kirk had he sent any warning of his 
arrival. The news he brought had been known to them at Starf1eet, and they had 
deliberately kept it from Kirk, guessing it would unsettle him once more. MCCoy 
had thrown her one sardonic glance and turned to Kirk. 
"Jim, Spock has been in an accident on Vulcan, and they are not sure he will 
live." 
He threw it, that cruelly, at the unsuspecting Kirk,. and fo+ one horrifying 
moment she saw total disorientation on his face. 
NcCoy gripped his arms fiercely. "Hang on, Jim, yC'u've been here bc:f;;)re, 
remember?" 
Kirk shook his head, lips whit.,. "No, Bones. Then, Temedy was in my hand,.. 
Now ••• " He broke off. "Can I get. to Vulcan in time?;;--
"Jim, no!" She slipped between them.· . "Jim, you can't leave he+e now. The 
Andorian conference is in three days and you have to be there. There's nd-one 
else that can deal with it." 
"Nonsense," i1cCOY growled. She rounded on him fiercely. 
"Doctor, you have be(m in Starf1eet, though you've since opted out. You 
know that duty must come first, there are no excuses. If Jim could do anything 
useful on Vuloan it might be different, but ho's an Admiral, not a DOotor. They 
oannot let him go. If yOU wish to go, doubtless you oan be spared moro easily." 
MOCoy shook his head, bis eyes steadily on Kirk. "I'd be no good," he said 
softly. ''Spook wouldn't weloome me." 
"Spook went to get avlay from Humans," LOri said oontemptuously. "He 
wouldn't welcome Jim, either." 
Naked hurt showed on Kirk's faoe. It was true; Spook had said it himself, 
in that one bri0f interview he had permitted b1·iore he left, shutting I\irk out 
of his life, no longer wanted. 
"She's Tight, Bones," he said dully. "Spook doesn't want us now, either 
of us. loan do no good rushing off half-oooked aoross the Galaxy. I'm needed 
here. " 
"Needed." ~IOCoy snorted. "Yes - for a job that could be done by half the 
man you used to be, AdmiraL" 
He turned away. Kirk grabbed his shoulder. 
"Bones I Don't make it harder." 
MOCOY swung back, the fire gone from his blue eyes. "I'll stay, Jim," he 
promised, "until we know one way or the other." 
And he had stayed. 
Lori moved restlessly on the bed; Kirk paused in his pacing p.lld came to 
her side. "1'm sorry. I woke you. II 
"Yes. It doesn't matter, Jim." She sat up, pulling him down beside her. 
"Jim, you'll wear yourself out, and you have five tough days ahead of you. you 
can't let S tarfleet down:" 
"I won't let them dOHn," he said harshly. "I've worked through times like 
this before, Lori. It's just that I oan't do anything positive. It's waiting 
helplessly that hurts." 
She put her arms round him tenderly. 
in the Federation, Jim," she said gently. 
can." 
":Vulcan healers are among the best 
"They'll pull him through if they 
He shuddered and clung to her, 'a child seeking comfort. She looked down 
at his bent head in surprise. "Does he mean that much, Jim?" 
He nodded sloHly. ''Like a brother, Lori, more than a ht'other. He's 
saved ray life a thousand times, and my sanity as 11ell. If he dies, part of me 
will die too." 
Anger flared in her. She would not'lose out this easily; they had so 
nearly moulded Kirk into the man Starfleet wanted, and she was not about to fail 
nOH. She caressed him gently, almost absently, pondering her next move. 
"'rell me about him, Jim." 
Slowly, painfully, he began to talk, remembering the friendship he had had 
to dig so deep to find, but that had been so worth the searching, suoh a sense 
of comploten8ss. 
"He's not an easy man to get to know, Lori. Because he's half Human he 
over-compensates, becomes more VUlcan than even the most traditionally-minded 
Vulcans. And he Has so lonely, rrever at home. I thought he had found peace 
in our friendship, but ••• he hadn't. He needed to go back." 
''The Vulcan way is hard," she said 'l.uietly. "I Honder if he can make it." 
"Ho'll make it," Kirk said bitterly. "I've never Imown him fail in some-
thing ho undertook. If you needled him right •. " 
~ Forgive me, lYJr. Spock, I do sometimes expect too much of you. -
- The trouble with immortality is that it's boring. Adjusting the 
translator will give you something to dol -
- You belong in a circus, spock, not a starship. Right next to the·dog-
faced boyl -
- Mind your own business, Nt'. Spock. I'm sick of your half~bi:'eed 
interference: -
Remembering closeness he had lost swept loneliness over him like a swelling 
sea. He clung to Lori, slcw, burning tears gathering. "He was the best, Lori; 
the best friend, the best First Officer a man could have wished for. I'll never 
replace him." . 
"you don't need to replace him, Jim. you have your life. But don't 
worry, I'm sure he'll pull through safely." 
"Even if he does," Kirk said raggedly, "I've lost him. Lost everything." 
He let the tears fall, unashamed. 
She changed her touch from motherly tc something more subtly rousing. 
"You still have me, Jim." 
She kissed the salt tears from his eyes, wondering as she did sc at the 
depth of his feeling fcr his lost friend. "I need you too, Jim." She slid her 
arms over him gently, changing from subtlty to open demand. Kirk was surprised 
to find himself resist her touch at first, but at last resistance melted under 
her expert hands. He moved his own, blotting out misery in present ecstasy. 
His waking headache did not surprise him, but the dull ache of misery in 
his gut was not lessened. However, he went from task to task throughout the 
day, prcud cf his control and moeting McCOy'S sharp eye with steady assurance 
When they met again at the evening meal. 
"Any news?" Thero I He'd managed to ask it calmly. 
J.VjcCoy shook his head. "Don't you think I'll let you know just as soc.'} as 
there is, Jim?" 
+++++++++ 
Kirk shuffled his papers together and let out a long bi:'eath. It had been 
a tough day, but he'd achieved What Starfleet had asked of him, finding a 
rapport with the Andorian, Procash, that had stood him in good stead. Now his 
duty lay behind him (nd he could once more open his mind to the senSE of 
desolation that lurked unceasingly at the back of his thoughts. After a fortnight 
there was still no news from Vulcan, and McCOy's face had become steadily older 
as the blank days had passed. 
"No news is good news." lie muttered the futile proverb aloud, squared his 
shoulders and made his way out through the chattering throng of delegates, 
acknowledging greetings with the easy friendliness that nowadays seemed to mean 
so very little. . 
AS he entered their flat, he could hear LOri's and I'lccoy's 'voices raised 
in the living quarters. 
flIt is not necess2ry to tell him, Doctor. fI 
Kirk paused, attention caught. 
"Vic,,'-admiral," McCOy's tone was coldly formal. "Spock has also written 
to Jiml I cannot utldertake to promise that he will not inform him personally." 
JOy flooded Kirk, then pain. Has the letter from the living, or a final 
farewell from the newly dead? He clenched his fists, carefully loosened them 
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again, and stepped into the room. 
"A letter?" 
'[~cCoy's face had shed ten years. "He's fully recovered, Jim. There are 
letters for both of us. I've brought yours over from the Vulcan Ernbas~y. 
Diplom8.tic bag:" 
Kirk took it slowly, eyeing the two faces before him. '~ihat is it not 
necessary to tell me, Lori?" 
She grinned at him. "Listeners never hear any good of themselves, 
James Kirk! Read your letter. The news is good." 
He opened it. Typically, it began abruptly. 
"I am fully reoovered now, and there is no need for any further enquiry 
about me. I, Shall return to Gal soon, and continue tho disciplines I have beglln 
to achieve KOlinahr. I shall not leave Vulcan again, now that the Hasters have 
accepted rna as an acolyte. Live long and prosper, Admiral Kirk." 
The neat signature, so long familiar, gave nothing away. It was as simple 
as the letter and as heart-wrenching. Kolinahr, the ultimate Vulcan discipline, 
the total negation of emotion, a state achieved by very, very few, even among 
the ci.(l:iicatedly logical Vulcans. Coldness gripped his heart. This news was -
not as bad as death, but nearly so. He realised now, as it dicu within him, that 
he had still had hope, hope that Spack would return and the old bond would still 
hold. Silontly, he wished Spack peace, and, resigned, instigated '"he process of 
acceptance within himself. He turned tG Lori. 
"You're right, Lori. The news is good." He· managed a smile. 
Un convinced by it, Nccoy sCo\fled at him. "Good news? I've heard better. 
This Kolinahr ••• " . 
'~!ill bring him peace, Bones." The ".mile was better this time, bitter-
sweet. "He never was at peace, you know, always his two halves at war with them-
selves. Hish him luck, as I do." 
NcCoy blinked hard. "Once before I didn't w-ish him luck," he said, "and 
I regretted it. But he had it just the same." He turned to Lori and caught a 
gleam of triumph as it faded into softness. '~Iell done, Vice-admiral," he told 
her evenly, "you've just done what you sci; out to do. I'll go now - I've work 
to be getting on with, too." 
Lori melted into Kirk's arms as the door closed. 
"If hat did he mean?" Kirk aske<i., puzzled. 
"That you have achieved peace at last, Jim," she told him lovingly. "Like 
your fl::iend, you have found where you belong." 
Her mouth stilled his further Questioning. 
+++++++++ 
Two years later, his chance had corne and he had grasped it eagerly. And 
with his return to the Enterprise had corne a return of purpose. He was alive 
again. 
And then thore was Spock, come at' his urgent need. No time for 'l.uestions, 
no time to worry about that cold, harsh face and voice that told him nothing, 
only time to deal with the pressing, demanding problems of each immediate 
moment. No time even to feel more than the initial shock of pleasure when 
Spock had oome round from that near-disas·to:ous mind-meld - and laughed, and 
taken his hand so tightly. No time to think of anything at all until Scott's 
offer I . 
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"1;Ie can have you back on Vulcan in four days," and then his own realisation 
of joy at Spock'S reply, "unnecessary, Nr. Scott. Ny task on Vulcan is completed." 
So, the problem of V'ger solved, the Enterpriso tested to his satisfaction, 
Kirk settled once more into the rou~ino that had been, was, so satisfying. Spock, 
the Enterprise, familiar, friondly faces around him; the sensations were almost 
tangible, arid the shadowy Kirk who had existed through the last .three years was 
gone. He was himself again, out once more where he belongod, where he intended 
to s,tay, now that he knew himself. C:mfidence flOOded him, ebbed as he remembered 
Spock's coldness when he had first returned, then flooded again as he recalled 
the tight grip of the Vulcan's hand on his in Sickbay. There had been naked 
emotion on that stone face, unashamed not only before Kirk, but before McCoy and 
Chapel. There had not been time then to probe more deeply, but now, now that 
they vl8re baok into routine, there would be til)leto talk, and boy: was he going 
to.talk, and that stubborn, pig-headed Vulcan was going to ,listen: 
The stubborn, pig-hoaded VUlcan in question was biding his time, waiting to 
see what Kirk's next move would be. The shattering experience Spack had under-
gone since returning to the Enterprise might have broken another, but the mastery 
over the deeper levels of his mind he had achieved with the Masters of Gol had 
strengthened' him and he had withstood. Now he awaited events with a calmness 
that surprised eVen his vuloan half. He had fought so hard, achieved so much, 
and yet ••• and yet ••• whelt he had returned to the Enterprise it had been a home-
coming. He oould aoknowledge it now. A meeting of old and v&lued friends. They 
had not' let his ooldness matter, accepted him and been glad, but he had seen 
their hurt. He let this new tranquillity flood him •. He was oloser now to the 
serenity that had eluded him previously, and it had oome through the relaxation 
of barriers he had hoped to build too high for breaohing, the Kclinah. Indeed, 
his answer had lain elsewhere. Kirk would seek him oQt whon the time was right ~ 
he oould trus,t that all-too-perceptive Human for that. 
The Human had his doubts, however, and bided his time. The friendly chess 
games W()re renewed and, finally, Kirk brought his oourage to the stioking-point 
and bore the Vulcan off to his quarters. 
nSi t dOvIn,. Spock." 
The Vuloan sat.obediently, leaned back in the chair., one 
lifted,' and watched Kirk, fussinga. little, pouring drinks. 
caught his eye', his face broke into a slow, warm smile. 
"It's good to have you back, Spook. \, eloome aboard!" 
The eyebrow flarGd. "you said that before, Capt.ain." 
"Yes, and you ignored it:" 
Spook nodded. "1 still have a lot to learn, Jim." 
eyebrow·slightly 
Kirk turned and 
"}rom us?" Kirk oould not keep tho ecge.rness from his voice. 
"From all of you," Spock agreed, "but most o;f all from. you. I was wrong to 
have gone, I know it now, but if I had not undergone the disoipline of Kolinahr, 
I oould not have survived my link with V'ger, sol oann,t regret the past. To 
have understood so muoh of what I need and then to have lost it would have been 
hard. " 
'~qhat is it you need?" Kirk asked it softly, head half turned away. 
"you, Jim Kirk!" The voioe was soft, but emphatio. 
"God:" Kirk's· shoulders slaokened. ''How l needed to hear you say· that, 
Spock. I •. . lost direotion after you left." 
"I know." He took the proffered drink ahd eyes it' soberly. "Our good friend 
MoCuy took care I knew. it. " .•. . 
"~ICCOy? What... How?" 
'~Ilhen I was injured - Amanda oame to seo mo. HoCoy had written to both of us," 
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"He dared to interfere?" 
Spock gave a half smile. "He dares a lot when your welfare is concerned. 
Then, I could not turn from tho path I had chof'en. I had found a kind of peace, 
and thought it was the -right one;" He paused; pondering the best Ylay to say 
What must be said. 
"He didn't hurt you?" Kirk asked gently. 
"I was past pain thon. ,AS I said, I had found a kind of poace. My mother 
felt it was not for me, but she did not press me. She knew that, if I achieved 
Kolinahr, I would be at peace, and though it was not what she wanted for me, she 
knOYIS enough of Vulcan to know it would be a satisfying life." 
"Total emptiness?" Kirk wondered, shaking his head. 
"Total acceptance," Spock corrocted him. "Once gained, there is nothing that 
can break it, nothing that can turn your mind back. you have only tc see those 
who have it to see that it is right for them." 
"Do yeu still want it?" Kirk hold his breath. 
Spock shook his head. "I failed, ,Jim. jV1Y answer lies elsewhere." 
"You ••• failed?" Kirk could not holp the disbelief in his voice, and was 
surprised to see his friend shudder. 
"I almost succeeded. On the last day, I felt V'ger's thoughts touch mine, 
and then yours, my t' hy 'lao " 
"Hine?" Kirk still could not really believe that. 
Spock nodded. "you wanted me beside you, so I came." 
The simple words almost brought tears to Kirk's eyes. He swallowed the lump 
in his throat and achieved a Vulcan calmness before replying, "I needed you, 
Spock, as never before. I'm glad you came." 
, 
"I'mglad I f~ile9-. 
affect me. I would have 
One day later and V'ger would have been too late to 
been beyond your calling." 
"Spock, you're a touch telepath" how could you hear my thoughts?" 
Spock met his eye. "There is a bond between US two." 
"you've felt it too?" Eagerly. 
"Fs'lt it, and denied it. I no longer deny it." 
Kirk gave a deep sigh and a rueful smile. "I wish ;r could have felt your 
thoughts when you wore injured. I l;ent through hell those few days." 
"I understand." Spock met his eyes steadily. "There ,will be other times 
too, now. The dangers ar'e ahead of us again, not behind us;" 
"It will be worth it." Kirk said :).t firmly enough, but there was an inner 
shrinking at the prospect of the hours of worry that would inevitably come. 
He studied his friend's faee hungrily. Tho past years had left their physical 
mark on spock, bringing a new leanness to a frame already over-thin. The prom-
inent cheekbones threw long shadows down the gaunt cheeks, but tho dark eyes under 
the flaring brows held a warmth that had looked out at him only in unguarded 
moments in the past. It seemeq. the need to hide was in the past also. He smiled 
again, a long, slow smile of sheer content. 
Spack accepted the look without turning aside - now he must learn to interpret 
correctly the swift changes of exprossion that portrayed his friend's volatile 
nature. 
"That smile, ", hq said slowly. "Contentment?" 
Kirk lOOked startled. "Yes, I'geuss it was;" 
"And now I have surprised you?" Kirk smiled again. "And that is sheer 
amusement," Speck said Hith some satisfaction. 
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This timo Kirk laughed aloud. "Is this some now kind of garno, Spock?" 
"you rnight call it that, but it does have a serious purposo." 
A teasing look in reply; "Oh; I nevor doubted that, Spock. Nay I bo 
privileged to know what the purpose is?" 
"Indeed. I wish to read your face as arnother Human would. Even if many of 
the emotions you experience are alien to me, there is no reason why I should not 
understand them intellectually. So, While I learn, I will ask when I am unsure. 
Do you mind?" 
"Life under a microscope?" Kirk said, deadpan. "Does the culture on the 
slide object?" 
Spock felt a brief surge of uncertainty; it subsided quickly. The studied 
solemnity Has there, but the tensed muscle at the corne::; of the mouth betrayed 
control. 
"I believe I shall do very ~Iell," he said, pleased. "I had not previously 
realised how valuable it might be to study the Human countenance so olosely." 
"Better not try it on with everybody." The muscle quivered slightly. "Not 
everyone will appreciate the purity of your motive." 
"There is no need for me to read others as I ~Iish to read you," Spock said 
severoly. "Yeu need not fear that I will embarrasa people needlessly." 
"But you don't mind embarrassing me?" 
"You do not embarrass easily, II Spock told him calmly. 
"HOH could I be embarrassod by you? HOH many times have I revealed myself to 
you in the mind-meld? I've lost count. But ever since that first contact on 
Thul, I have knoHn that you could take Hhat you found and accept it. + A Human 
mind is pretty chaotic, I guess, and there must be elements you find distasteful, 
memories I couldn't control." He paused. "Sex, for instance." "I tr·i:l,:[ to 
suppress the memories, but I kneH they Here there, and yo .... never seemed to mind." 
Spock's eyes never left his face. "you have a strong Hill, Jim, you suppress 
things more easily than you think, but yes, I have tOUChed such memories - light-
ly. Why st,~uld you think I should mind? Such aspects of our lives are as 
matural as eating and breathing." 
"But not to a Vulcan." 
The eyebroHs rose. "Our species also reproduces bisexually." 
"Yes, but • •.• " Kirk's eyes dropped, then lifted again. "Your experiences 
are different from ours." 
"Different, yes." Spock spoke Hith some difficulty. He broke off and seemed 
to search within his mind for a moment. "Not entirely different, although thero 
are some essentiaL •• " He paused again, then gave the tiniest of shrugs. "The 
right Hords Hill not come. I'm sorry." 
KirkHas momentarily conoerned to see Spack apparently struggling for words, 
as he had at the onset of pon farr. Clearly this Has not an easy subject for 
Vulcans to discuss, still, it seemed he'd got into his stride again. 
"Not entirely different. You, of all people, should knOH that He are alHays 
capable of sexual activity, although He ca'l block the sensations at Hill, except 
under pon farr." Ho noted tho surprise on Kirk'S face. "Had you not realised 
this?" . 
"Yes ... and no. I thought it Has your Human half that gave you problems." 
"Not in that Hay." Spack's eyes held a reflective look. ''When I found I 
HaS not going to avoid pan farr, I regretted, for the first time in my life, 
that my Human half Has not stronger. Our needs may not overtake us as frequently 
+ As NeH Wine, by Meg Ivright, published by ScoTpress. 
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as they do Humans, but lfhen thcy do, they arlO totally outside our control, as 
in an insanely perverted Human. Have you not touched my memories of that time?" 
Kirk nodded. "They did not repulse you?" 
"Ifuy should they? They are a part of you." 
"Precisely my point, Jim." 
A companionable silence prevailod for a Hhile. Kirk stretched like a cat. 
"you don't knoH hOH good. this feels, Spack." 
"But I do know. I, too, am exporiencing a sense of hvmecoming. It is most 
pleasant. " 
Kirk grimaced. "Until the next timo you put yourself in danger, or we are 
out of touch and I can't reach you." 
"Jim ••• it might be possible for us to achieve a mind link that will enable 
us to link our thoughts at Hill, possibly even over groat distances." 
Kirk straightened abr'uptly. "I'm not a telepath, Spock." 
"No, but your thoughts touched mine on Vulcan, Hhcn you needed me. lIt) may be 
able, so to speak, to tune our minds So that you can reach me at Hill, and hear 
my thoughts in reply. Since you are not a telepath, you will not be able to touch 
anyone else's thoughts but mine, but I 'believe it ,;;ould be gained betHeen us 
t1W, if you' H iShed it." 
'~1ish it:" Kirk said explosively. "HOH can 1;e do it?" 
"By a complete fusion, a total submersion in each uther's thuughts." 
"But isn't that incredibly dangerous? I thought that there is a possibility 
that you might not be able to withdraw from such a link." 
"Thero is that possibE .• ty, but I have had experience of this Hith Kollos. 
It Hould be best to make the attempt under supervision, however. On Vulcan, 
such bonding is not unknovTn betH eon thoso who are oloso. Would you be Hilling 
to let them help us?" 
"Hilling!" I'd lfelcome the Hhole thing gladly," Kirk said roughly. 
"I,· too," Spock told him softly. "Fear of the unknoHn is a very powerful 
thing, .Jim; I fear not knOHinG Hhat is happening to my impulsive, reckless 
frior.,ll;" . 
"Fo;u:' is an emotion," Kirk said, Hatching him. 
"And 0110 that is not alien to me," Speck agreed. 
Kirk laughed sud.denly, gladly. "SPock, Spock, my Vulcan friend. I'd thought 
these last three years were Hasted ones, but they have taught us so mueh about 
ourselves I can be sorry now, either. De you knOH, I've been dreading talking 
to you? I Hantod to say so much, but Has afraid." . . 
"Afraid? II 
"That you Houldn't understand, that you hadn't felt the bond as I had, but 
you grippod my hand so tightly, Spoek, after your ,~.ink Hith V'ger ... " 
"I needed reassurance, and yeu gave it me, and quite suddenly I found I could 
accept it, anel not turn aHay. Since then, I have been waiting for you to find 
the right mement to talk to me. I Has doubtful of my OvID judgement in the matter, 
or I would have como to you. I still have a lot to learn frow you." 
"It'll be a pleasure, beth teaching and learning in my turn," Kirk said 
gladly. ."Anether drink?" 
Spock looked at his glass. "I have net finiShed this. I have few social 
manners, I'm afraid." 
"Spock, thero's no need 'for you to abandon all your VUlcan Hays Hhile you 
are learning." > 
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"I do not think I could," Spock said seriously, "but I no longer have to 
try to demonstrate Vulcan mores single-handed." 
The toasing look grew in Kirk's eyes. "You know, I had a feeling that's 
What you were doing. your father smiles much more than you do." 
Spock looked startled. "Does he?" 
"Indeed he does. Of course, he, too, has been contaminatcd by cleso 
association with a Human!" 
"During my final preparation for Kolir.ahr, I realised' it was my boyhood on 
Vulcan that had driven me into Starfleet. I came to prove to myself that no 
Human could make me less Vulcan." 
Kirk loaned forwrrd and touched his hand sympathetically. "Children can be 
unthinkingly cruel; doubtless Vulean ehildren are no different." He got to his 
feot. "As soon as· I can get us to Vulcan, I will do so." 
They did not have long to 
orders to proceed to Vulcan. 
+++++ 
wait, for only six weeks later they received 
Kirk studied them in surprise. 
"A reQuest for you and me and Dr. NcCoy to attend a meeting of the VUlcan 
Council, Spock. And idea what for?" 
"None, captain. Doubtless we shall be informed of what they want on our 
DXrival. 1I 
"Oh, doubtless." He grinned at his friend. "No curiosity?" 
Spock raised an eyebrow. "I see no logic in speculating, captain." 
"The Enterprise is to do some survey work in the area while we're gone." 
He made a slight grimace. 
"She will be Quite safe, Captain," Spock said blandly. "Lt-Commander sulu 
is a fully competent officer." 
Kirk ignored him Ijftily, but had to admit inwardly that he felt some 
reluctance at leaving his ship so soon after regaining her, but he could hardly 
expect to leave her in parking orbit for a week and more. She had a straigot-
forViard enough survey to make, and should anything go wrong, anything at all, he 
had Uhura's solemn promise that he would be contacted immediately. 
"you're laughing at me, Lieutenant," he told her severely • 
Her mouth Quivered. '~1e'll look after her for you, sir." 
"I ]{nOli you will," he said in his command voice. 
She laughed. "That's why, sir. Enjoy yf.' .U'self." 
He grinned. '~'l e 're going to VUlcan, Uhura. It's not a holiday." 
They beamed down to tho ,dean city of ShiKahr, Spock's home and the seat 
of Vulcan government. They Vlere greeted formally and shown to spacious, air-
conditioned apartments. They had barely settled in when visit~rs were announced. 
"Ambassador Sarek, Lady Amanda." Kirk rose to his feet, giving the formal 
Vuloan salute, noting with pleasure that Spock was clearly on the best of terms 
with his family once more. 
Hhen the formalities Vlere over, Sarek camo straight to the point. "Tho 
Vulcan Council has some dissenting voices on the subjeot of Starfleet, captain 
Kirk. AS you ]{nOli, there has not a11'lays been completo agreement hero as to the 
desirability of lihat is, in effect, a fighting faroe, although your missions 
are predominately non-aggrossive. Since the loss of the Intrepid, thore has beon 
a strong body of opinion which holds that Vulcans take less part in Starfleet, 
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and reservo OUT activities strictly to tho political and scientific areas of 
Federation affairs. It 
"That would be a groat loss to the Foderation," Kirk said sincerely. 
"Vulcan Science Officers in particuldr aro valued, and much sought after by any 
Captain who has ever been fortunate enough to have one under hi,· command." 
Sarek nodded gravely. "It would be possible, would it not, for Science 
Officers to serve as non-militaey personnel?" 
''Possible, but unwise." 
"umfis e? Specify." 
"Spack Hill forgive me for saying this, I know ,but it has happened in the 
past, that I have had to give him orders that had to take precedence over his 
purely scientific duties. itlhile you will appreciate that there are very feH, 
even amon~i your people, that could combine the positions of First Officer and 
Science Officer as Spack does, it is nevertheloss desirable that regulations 
should apply to all Science Officers, however junior their rank. The safety of 
a great many people may depend on one man's reaction to diScipline. I would be 
reluctant to accept a Science Officer Hho Has not also a fully trained member 
of thc service." 
"That is interesting," Sarek commented. "I will inform the Council of your 
vieY1s on this matter, Captain Kirk, and tomorroH afternoon, others will wi$h to 
ask questions also." 
"May I ask Hhat your OHn views are on this?" 
"Ny vieHs are not .in eonsideration,. Captain. The Couneil knoHswhere I 
stand, and have asked to see you on my reeommendation." 
Kirk knElH Hhen it Has best to remain silent. 
The arrival on Vulcan of two such Hell-knOlin people as the captain and First 
Officer of the Enterprise could hardly go unnoticed even by such a phlegmatic 
race, and the reception organised for thom that evoning was remarkable for the 
numbers of Vuloans who wished to meet them. On any other planet such a reception 
might well have degenerated into an undignified crush, but this remained a sober, 
Hell-organised affair from beginning to end. 
It Has just as Holl, NCCoy thought, that a cheorful smile Hould havo been as 
out of placo as at a funeral. The highly intellectual conversation that was the 
Vulcan vcr~ion of idlG chatteryas someHhat Hearing aftor a time. He Has not 
sorry Hhen Spock, possibly taking pity on him, intrOduced him to a devastatingly 
attraotive Vulcan girl. 
"T'Yana, may I introduco the Chief Neclical Officer of the Entorprise?" 
Tho girl raisod her hand in the Vulcan greeting. "I am ploased to meet Dr. 
NcCoy. I 1wulcl be interested to discuss the techniquo of ••• " NcCoy groaned 
audibly. "you are unHoll?!' 
HO opened his eyes appealingly. "On Earth, this woulcl· bo a party, T 'Yana, 
and ono cloesn't dis cuss one's Hork at a party." 
"I havo violated somo Earth custom?" 
"No, no. Just that I'll have to be concentrating harcl· tomorroH, tonight I 
need to relax." 
"I undorstand. You do not use the tGchnique of meditation?" 
"No." HG smileel Hryly. "we have other, loss logical, ways of loosening up-
Talking to a pretty woman is one of them," he added hopefully. 
Sho smiled. "~rbell we Hill talk. \'1 hat shall we speak of, if not of matters 
of mutual interest?" 
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"you're in medicine?" 
"you said 11e should not speak of it." 
I~vell, I do see rather a lot of nurses," he agreed. "If this was Earth, 
I'd suggest we go out ru1d look at the moon, but even if Vulcan had a lnoon, it 
wouldn't really be of any use." 
"Of what use is Earth's moon? Is it mined?" 
~lcCoy grinned, I~,ell, yes. it used to be. It's pretty well worked out nOli, 
though. But it's also useful for providing a dim, romantic light for courting 
couples!" 
She gave a disdainful glance. "Ah, yes. you HUmans have the most haphazard 
methods ,of selecting your mates." 
"But pleasant," ~lcCoy reflectE.>d. "May I get you another drink, T'Yana?" 
"Thank you, no. I am sufficiently refreshed. I must leave now. I shall 
look forward to ,another meeting when you are less tired." 
McCoy bowed formally, then leaned forward confionntially. "you're the prett-
iest thing I've seen in a long time. I shall look forward to seeing you again." 
The guests were leaving now, in ones and twos, coming to take their formal 
leave,. 1\s ,the last of them left, NCCOY lifted his glass. 
"your planet has something to recommend it, Spockl after all, it is poss-
ible to appreciate the beauty of green grass, even if it does have large KEiEP 
OFF notices." 
Kirk grinned at him. "The women getting to you, are they, Bones?" 
The Doetor sighed and took a long, satisfying drink. "What is more, in this 
heat I can even understand why you keep off the alcohol." 
"Hilva does have a mild alcoholic content, ::octor," Spock reminded him. 
"Yeah?" ~jcCoy eyed the cloudy purple liquid closely. "I'm glad you reminded 
me. I'll enjoy it all the more." He drank it down and held out his glass for 
a refill. "So, tomorrow we're off to the Council. Pity. I wouldn't have 
minded getting to know T'Yana better." 
"Doubtless she will be there, Doctor, she is a member of the Council." 
NcCoy's eyes lit up. "Good, I'd like to see that little bundle of delight 
again." 
Spock's eyebrows crmlled into his hairline. "Bundle of delight, Doctor?" 
NcCoy 11inked at him. "She's the prettiest nurse I'vo seen this side of the 
Enterprise, Doctor." 
"Doctor." There was ,exaggerated patience in the voice. "T'Yana is not a 
nurse. She is the Head of the Nento'l HOo'ling i\Caclemy here in ShiKahr." 
McCOy's jow dropped. "That little chit head of ... She hasn't had time to 
be head of school yet, Spock. Sho can't l.<o a day over ... " 
"Fifty four Earth years," S pock said coolly. 
"Fifty ••• " McCoy's voice failed. "Hell, and I lias kidding her ••• " 
"I heard you, Doctor." Spock's voice was as bland as milk jelly. "I'm 
sure she found you a most interesting specimen of homo sapiens. She has made 
a special study of Humans." 
"You!" MCCOy's finger shot out accusingly. "you set me up." 
Kirk began t:J laugh, and ~jCCoy turnecl on him. ''';lere you in this as lie11, 
Captain?" 
"No, no," Kirk protested. "I thought she was only a girl'; too, Bones. But 
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you've got to admit that Spock has come out hest this time." 
~icCoy glared at the offending Vulcan. "Just you wait, you point-eared 
hell baby! " 
The next morning f,pock excused himself from aooompany'ing his oompanions on 
their guided tour of ShiKahr, and went to the /Ii,mtal Healing Aoademy as he had 
arranged privately with T 'yana the night before. 
"you wiShed to oonsult me, Spook?" 
"I helieve it may he possible to attain a bonding betwee:: captain Kirk and 
myself. I have oome to ask you to assist us." 
"A bonding with a Human, 
His face did not change. 
myself. " 
Spook?" 
"I would remind you, T'Yana, that I am half Human 
"All Vulcan knows that of you, but you have proved yourself pure Vulcan over 
the last, three years. You met every test of Kolinahr." 
"Except the final one." He did not seek to hide the fact. "Ny answer lay 
elsewhere, and I believe this bonding to be a part of that answer." 
"I. will. consider it today, when. I see the captain at the Council, but I must 
warn you, I am dubious of the possibility. It has never been aChieved between a 
Vulcan and an alien." 
"I remind you again, I am part alien. Also, captai:l Kirk's will is very 
strong; I have occasionally found it difficult to release a meld with him." 
"you have used' the meld?" She oould not quite cover the note of disapproval. 
"It has sometiw.~s been necessary. If 
"You will forgive me, but I must ask tho question. It has not been ••• 
distasteful?" 
"Illogical, T'yana. liere it so, the possibility ef bonding would not exist." 
"Logical. I will observe the captain and give you my anSwer later, but I 
fear it will be a negative one.". 
The Vulcan Council might have been intimidating to someone loss accustomed to 
dealing with aliens, Kirk told himself firmly. But.inwardly, he admitted to 
considerable nervousness. The Vulcan people had come to mean a great deal to 
him, and he would be sorry to see any lessening in the understanding between their 
two peoples. He took his seat in the vaUlted room between Spook and HoCoy with 
outward calmness. He reoognisod only four faoes; Sarek, T'Yana, an .. elderly man 
he had met the previous night - and T'Pau •. They were faoinga wide, stone ohair 
set at the focal point of the oval room, on whiQh T 'Pau sat with the rost of the 
Counoil on each side of her. She gave nO sign that she remembered their previous 
encount,;r. If it oame to that, he'd have been surprised, and not a little 
embarrassed, if she had.' 
"captain Kirk, are thee willing to answer our questions?" 
"I shall be pleased to do so." 
."Aw Dr. 11cCol, are thee also wi11ing?'~ 
tlyes, Ma'am." 
"Then we will begin. Skall, thee has a g:uestion." 
One of the oldest VUloanspresent spoke. "captain Kirk, Starfloet is a 
military organisation, is it not?" 
"Yes, of necessity, with the situation as it is at present with tho Romulans 
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and the Klingons. In the future ••• we all hope for a permanent peace througho~t 
the Galaxy." 
"The Vulcan people are dedicated to peace, Captain Kirk." 
"I am well aware of that, and for that reason would regret the loss of your 
presence in Starfleet. lie all, Humans as well as other races, nEoed and welcome 
your influence." 
"If your ships were not so heavily armed, captain, we might see more evidence 
of your true desire for peace." 
'~iith respect, sir, the fire-power of a ship such as the Enterprise is not 
used Solely in offence. Without the full power of the phaser banks and photon 
torpedoes as well, several completely peaceful missions would have ended in 
disaster. " 
T'Pau motioned to another man who was waiting to speak. ''Vihat is your 
general order No.1, Captain?" 
Kirk quoted it in full, his heart sinking, knowing he could be heavily 
challenged over some actions he, and others in his position, had taken. 
"And have you always complied with it?" 
"To the best of my ability. 
select the lesser of two evils. 
infallibility. I may well have 
in this area is invaluable." 
Life is neler black and 
I -_ do not, and nor can 
chosen wrongly at times. 
white, I often have to 
any other being, claim 
The advice of VUlcans 
Spock rose to his feet. "Nay I speak, T 'pau?" She· signalled him to continue. 
"The wording of the Prime Directive is, of necessity, vague. Specifics cannot 
be laid down unless the full facts are available. I have never known any 
captain to break the directive deliberately." 
"And have you always agreed with captain Kirk's actions?" 
"NO." 
McCoy directed-an angry look at him, dieguising it quickly. 
"What action have you taken when you were not in full agreement with him?" 
"I have made my point of view known to him." 
"And then?" 
'~ometimes he has mOdified his decisions accordingly, at others he carried 
out his original intentions." 
"And you did not object further?" 
'~lith respect, I would remind the Council that he is the captain of the 
Enterprise I the responsibilities are his, not mine." 
"Yet, as a Vulcan, you objected?" 
"I"" a VUlcan, I give my loyalty to my commanding officer." 
l'icCoy smothered a grin at the massive snub, r·emembering the long arguments 
that had occurred on occasions. 
The questioning continued with yet another speaker. "Is it not sJmotimes 
the case, Captain, that Humans have been unwilling to work with VUlcans?" 
'~fhen they do not know, then yes. FOr a fuller answer to your questibn, 
you should consult any member of my crew who has served with Commander Spock." 
"Commander Spock is half. Human. " 
"No-one who is unaware of. that fact would ever suspect it," Kirk said 
smoothly, "but those who learn it only learn to respect him more." 
"I do not see the logic in your statement, captain." 
"Being Human, we see the Vulcan way as ... not easy." 
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"And are there no conflicts?" 
"Naturally there are conflicts, but since our aim is to learn to live in 
harmony, how can we achieve it if we do not have representatives of as many 
races as possible in Starfleet?" 
"At one time, Commander Spock was the only non-Human on your ship, Captain." 
"Not any longer. I am pleased to say that the Enterprise now has many other 
races on ·board. " . 
"I would like to ask Dr. /iJcCoy some questions, if I may," T 'Yana said. 
"Fire a... I'll be pleased to answer anything I can," /iJcCoy said amiably. 
"Is it not true that Humans, and other non-telepathic races, fear the Vulcan 
abilities?" 
"Fear of the unknown is very common. 
around. dnce one has experienced Vulcan 
longer." 
"you have experienced the link?" 
All the more reason for having vulcans 
telepathy, one does not fear it any 
Looking round the impassive faces, Kirk felt, sudJenly, that this was 
important. 
"Commander spock once saved my life, and those of the captain and Chief 
Engineer," /iJcCoy said soberly, "and in doing so, also helped to convince the 
lYJelkot:i.ans to join the Federation. 1 don't need to emphasise the importance of 
that. " 
''We .have heard, Captain, that you have experienced the link." 
"yes, several times. It has saved my life and my sanity." 
"And you do not fear it?" 
"No." Kirk could not add to the terse monosyllable. His melds with Spock 
had been right and beautiful, experiences to be kept in his heart ,not shared 
with others, even with Vulcans who might understand. 
T'Pau looked round the room. "[';Ce there any others who wish "to speak? you, 
Captain Kirk, have thee anything thee wish to say?" 
"One thing only. I woulu like to remind you c,f your own mic, a symbol we 
respect greatly in Starfleet. He do not wish to lose out peacoful allies ••• and 
friends." 
Her piercing black eyes bored into him, giving nothing away. "you remind 
us of our own philosophies, captain?" 
"Yes. with respect, 1 do." 
She noddGd, face immobile. "The Council Vlill hoVl debate. Captain Kirk, you 
and your creVlmsmbers may withdraw." 
As they left the room, lVicCoy blew out his cheekS in a soundless puff of 
relief. . "Third degree isn't in it: .. he muttered, and seeing Spock's eyebrows 
begin to move, r.added," "and no smart-alec remarks from you either, Spock. What 
do He do now?" 
"There will be no decision by the COuncil for twelve dayiS," Spock said. "Wo 
Vulcans do not rush headlong into anything, Doc-tor." He led the wa.y out of the 
building. . '. . • 
"1,1 ell, are we expected to hang around doing nothing?· ... 110COy demanded. 
"Until tomorrow at least," Spock roplied. "captain, I have spoken to T'Yana 
about the bonding; she Hill givo me her answer this evening." 
Kirk's eyes lit. "1 was beginning to wonder· if you'd forgotton." 
"Bonding?" NCCoy was puzzled. 
"iI joining of 
compatible minds. 
1-lish it,ll 
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our minds, Doctor. It is not uncommon on Vulcan between two 
Then we will be able to contact each other at any time we 
"But Jim isn't a telepath - he's virtually psi null!" 
"It is not necessary that he should be. Vie already share a bond. I felt 
his thoughts on Vulcan when he needed me, and I returned to the Enterprise." 
HCCOY halted in his tracks, staring from one to the other. "you never 
told me about this bonding, Jim." 
"I didn't know it was possible myself until a month or so ago," Kirk grinned 
at him. "Spock wasn't giving anything away when we first saw him .again, 
remember?" 
"But suppose you can't break the link?" 
"The original fusion is monitored closely, and selected areas are ••• ;fined 
down to match completely. The link is then severed but can be made or broken 
at will. It is as much a defence against an accidental permanent bonding as 
anything else. I fear the day may come when I have to make a choice between 
saving the captain's life ~r both of us living as a composite. I have found 
it difficult to break free in the past." 
McCoy had a sudden vivid memory of the Vulcan's tortured face Hhen he had 
br06!tm Kirk's amnesia on the day Niramanee died. He looked from one face to the 
other. If this could Hork there Hould be no more parting betHeen these tHO, 
and that Has as it should be. Their closeness had been tangible before, to 
those who cared enough to see. He'd never really understood Hhy bpock had gone, 
and nOH it seemed that he Has prepared to admit, tacitly, his OHn need~. This 
Has no time for teasing. 
"Anything I can do?" he asked lS'Tuffly. 
"I'm sure T'yana Hill be pleased to have you Hatch the process - if she 
agrees to it," Spock said soberly. 
McCoy gave a little grimace. "I'm not sure I stand too Hell in that lady's 
opinion, Spock. You should have told me ;Iho she was." 
"Doctor, she is vulcan, and she has worked with Humans. It is best that );e 
know each other's ways, and try to understand them." 
They reached their apartment, and Spock left to see T'Yana, Hhile Kirk and 
McCoy went inSide, grateful to be out of the stultifying heat that Has Vul~wn's 
normal daytime temperature, and stand under cool, cool sho);ers. 
Spock returned late in the evening and knocked at Kirk's door while he was 
sitting by an open window enjoying the cooler evening air. 
"Come in. you've seen her?" 
"yes. She has agre0d to help us." 
Kirk pat.ted a chair. "sit dOHn. I Hant to ask you something." SPock sat, 
politely Haiting. ''VI hen you spoke of this earlier, you made it sound as though 
it was, just a matter of coming here and that would be that. what's been the 
problem?" 
"Human emotions, Captain." 
'~~hose? Mine ••• or yours?" He said it challengingly. 
Sp(lCk did not react. "Yours, Captain. But nOH T 'Yana has seen your consid-
erable outHard control, she believes it ·may work." 
"Ny control?" 
"Beforq the Council. You answered, as I kneH you would, all the questions 
you were asked, openly and without irrelevant deta~ls." 
"I have had some experionce of dealing Hith Vulcans over the last few yoars," 
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Kirk pointed out, unsure whether to be amused or annoyed. 
"Yes." Spock rose to his feot. "I think my father showed his true ability 
as a diplomat when he asked for you personally." 
Kirk laughed. "Deviousness, you mean." 
Spock went to the door. "\Ie are a practical .race, Jim," he said 'luietly. 
'OW e pick the best ••• tool for the job." 
The door clicked shut softly. 
T'Yana gr8eted th8m in her office and invited them to sit. "Are your minds 
open to each other?" 
"captain Kirk's is to me, but he has not yot encountered or broken the 
blocks in mine • " 
"I see. \I eli, that was to be expected 
She went to Spock, her fingers steepling. 
paused briefly in the link, and withdrew. 
well-ordered. " 
"I have studied long." 
since the Captain is a non-telepath." 
"Give me your thoughts, Spock." She 
"your mind is powerful, Spock, and 
'~Hth some success." She turned to Kirk. "Give me your thoughts, captain." 
touoh of her mind was 
his face intently a 
He lifted his face with inward resolvel 
just a flicker in his before she withdrew. 
moment, then turned to Spock. 
however the 
She studied 
"Tho will is very strong, Spock. Certainly there must be a bonding if you 
aro to oontinuo to use the meld, or before long the minds will not reloaue eaoh 
other. It 
"So I foar. It 
She turned back to Kirk. "I will meld with both, to seo whore we need to 
apply the pressure." 
"Both:" flicCoy was startled into spoech. '''Ma'am, isn't that dangerous?" 
"I am trained for it," she assured him calmly. "And my name is T'Yana, 
not •.. I~lahm. If 
"I know. Na'am is a i!;arth wore. you use when you respect a lady a lot." It 
was the best apology he could think of. 
She gave him a tiny, dismissive smile. "Come, then, all of you. We will go 
to the laborato:vy where we can monitor the br~.::'.i-waves as we work." 
She permitted ~ioCoy tb help her set the e'luipmentready, and shm1ed Kirk 
where to lie. "Here, on your' side, with Spock beside you, so. Then I can work 
from behind you and withdraw without disturbing you." 
Kirk, suddenly unnaturally silent, laid himself down beside his friend and 
looked at him •. 
"Scared, Jim?" 
He nodded tightly, realising to his surprise that it was so. 
"There is no need for fear, but it is not too lato to turn back." 
Kirk gritted his teoth, shook hi.s hoad, and covered Spook's hand surreptit-
iously, briefly, with his own. 
"Are you both ready?" 
"Iv 0 are ready." 
- Coolness. poace.-
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- poaoo. Pleasuro.-
- Both trusting. Opon. Right for eaoh other. Darkness hore. You see? 
Break it. -
- I soo it. I cannot broak. -
- you must. Push. Harder.-
- I cannot. Hurt to him. -
- Hurt is necessary. Tear at it. Batter it down. -
- Break it, Jim. -
- I ... cannot. -
"you must break that barrier, captain, if we aro to have any success." 
T'Yanahelped him to sit up. and he swung his feet to the floor, his back to 
them. 
, "How can you ask me to do what I can see will hurt him?" he asked harshly, 
surprised at his own reaction to the block he had encountered. 
"I must be hurt." spack came round the couch to stand in front of him. "I 
am trying to help you break through, but you are holding back. you must use your 
will to push, not pull." 
Kirk looked down at his feet, his mind swimming. 
"You look rough, Jim," ~lcCoy said suddenly. "T'Yana, what effect is this 
having on him?" 
She studied her monitors and shook her head. "There is evidence of stross. 
you must not make another attempt today. Come back tomorrow, and get plenty of 
rest in the meantime, Captain." 
Kirk Elopt exhaustedly for many hours, but woke to find himself strangely 
reluotant to faoe another attempt. He covered his apprehension and made light 
oonversation as they shared their morning meal. 
"That's quite som" woman," FloCoy told him appreciat'ively. "She's been very 
clear explaining what's neoessary to be done, and how they do it." 
"Yes?" Kirk didn't want to know, but equally, he was not about to let ~lcCoy 
see. Nor ,las he going to show spock his fear, although he knew his friend had 
been a,lare of it in the meld, and would be again. Then , it was different, a 
sense of belonging that transcended all the fears, dOUEts and uncertainties. 
Now, he would show the best face possible to them both. 
"I'm glad you're here, then," he said pleasantly. "It's nice to see you all 
enthused." 
FlcCoy grinned at him. "Never thought I'd be so happy on VulcanJ But I'm 
gratoful for the air-conditioning in these rooms of ours. Very thoughtful 
people, Vulcans. Pity I didn't think to slip anti-grays in my boots, though. 
Ny feet are killing me." 
He waited for Spock to make somo snappy retort, but the VulcanLs eyes were 
fixed on Kirk. 
"Something wrong?" the Doctor asked. 
"v/rong? Vlhy should there be?" 
'~ilell, Spack just turned down the chance of telling me no-one was ever killed 
by his 0I;n feet~" 
Kirk laughod. "He may have other things on our minds, Bones. SOrry." 
"I'm not," NCCOY retorted. "It keeps him off my back!" 
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He submitted to the meld willingly enough, determined to break that barrier, 
but gently, so gently, not'hurting. 
It didn't work. 
T'Yana released the link with a, sigh. "captain Kirk, you are learning too 
swiftly., You are blocking off areas from me, nOH, and I cannot help you it you 
do that. Spook, take the Doctor Hith you, and leave me alone Hith the captain." 
vlhen"they' had gone, she came to sit beside him, studying his face. "Captain, 
fear is a very Human thing, and I not fully understand it, but even I can feel 
it in your mind. vlhat is it that you f··; r?" 
TO betray him. Suddenly ho understood. He thought back over the years Hith 
Spack, and hoW his Vulcan nature had become so right, so ••• Spock! Since V'ger, 
Spack had softened, mellowed. Had the tremendous blasts of energy his mind had 
sustained damaged him? Kirk Has unsure of anything. He looked up at her calm, 
dark eyes, and decided upon a half truth. 
"I foar to make him loss than ho is, less VUlcan." 
"He is what he is. You cannot change him." 
He dropped his eyes again. "I know so little of Vulcans. I find myself 
uncertain." 
She nodded. "Fear of the unkD"wn is understandable. Come and stay, Hith 
Spock, with my family, and get to know us well. Then we may make the attempt 
once more. n 
Although Kirk had briefly visited on Vulcan several times in the past, this 
Has the first time ~e had spent more than a feH days there at the most, and he 
Helcomed the opportunity to get to know more of it. T'Yana's home Has on the 
Hestern outskirts of ShiKahr, set in shady gardens. Her husband, Senar, a young, 
vigorous Vulcan, some feH years older than Spock, made them welcome. ' 
"My home is yours, Spack, James." He gave the Vulcan greeting. 
''WEl hold it as our OHn. II Spock made the formal reply, sjg.,ifying the privacy 
of the home he nOH shared Hould be as sacroilant as his own. ''\>Ie come in friElnil-
ship, to join your family." 
Kirk had'been warned that, staying in their house, he Hould become one of 
the family in every sense during that stay. The tightness of the faraily group 
Has a surprise to him, and !,e."Je him an added understanding of the break Spack 
had made Hhen he joined Starfleet against, his father's Hishes, becoming a stranger 
to them. He stepped to Spock~s side, making the Vulcan gesture of greeting, 
grateful for the practice he had put in to perfecting it. 
''Peace to us all. II Senar smiled at each of them and led the Hay to the 
meal-table. 
Mealtimes Here'strictly formal occasir.ns, but pleasant for all that. T'Yana's 
three children Here clearly curious about their HUman guest, but equally clearly 
were not about to 'make their guest uncomfortable ,by any open ShOH of interest. 
Tho two girls, one barely out of babyhood, the other adolescent, Here delightful, 
but it Has the son, Sunak, on whom Kirk's eye fell mos~ frequently. The vulcan-
aids of Thul Here so likeVu~~ans, and this child Has almost unbearably like 
Tanar in appearance, though lacking the imperiousness of his charm. 
with Spack's able help': after so many shared meals he knew Kirk's t~stes -
he made a pleasant meal, refusing such dishes as the Vulcan did not recommend. 
"Jrunes onco tried plomik soup," Spock explained to the youngest child, 
T'Plas. + "He found he did not',eare for it, although it is not harmful to 
Humans. However, there are dishes Hhich he may not eat because his body Hill 
+ Diplomatic Incident by Neg ,Iright, Log Entries 36, published by STAG. 
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not assimilate them, and some foods are poison to him, as some Earth foods 
would be to you." 
Kirk had given a tiny, smothered grin at the memory of the plomik soup. 
Sunak caught the smile and eyed Kirk gravely. "It amuses you that you did not 
enjoy plomik soup'?" he asked. "I do not enjoy agla-fruit, but it does not 
amuse me." 
Kirk cast an apologetic 
any emotion he might f~el. 
of that occasion. 
look at T'Yana, he'd been so determined to cover 
It was grossly unfair of Spock to have reminded him 
"you had insufficient data, Sunak. Ny amusement was not for the fact that 
I do not like plomik soup, but at the memory of the only time I tried it." 
"I see. But I still do not understand why it should be amusing." 
"I'm not sure I could make you understand. All those present were Human 
except Spock. Our ways of thinking are different." 
"That we have differences pleases us," T 'Yana reminded hi.m, gently. "please 
explain. " 
O.K. She'd asked, he'd explain - for all the good it would do. "Sometimes 
my metabolism causes me to put on w~igbt, and then I have to shed a few pounds. 
I don't enjoy it. Indeed, it is a well-documented fact that Humans, unlike 
Vulcans, become bad-tempered and unreasonable when they are burning up their own 
bodily food reserves. I became ••• annoyed with myself for having once again put 
myself in this position, and ly a process of HUman illogic, had managed to trans-
fer my annoyance to the Doctor, who was only trying to help." He paused, con-
scious of the wide-open eyes of his three youngest listeners. "I know," he said 
deprecatingly. "Humans are very, very different from Vulcans." 
"But not necessarily worse," the eldest girl, T'Senla, said calmly. "please 
continue, James." 
"Hell, I gl't very mad at him, and complained that the diet I had been given 
was dull and lacked variety. Dr. ~ICCoy has many ways of treating hi,; patients, 
and to let them know that they could be much worse off than they are, is only 
one of them, so he agreed immediately that lac!, of variety was a problem, and 
promised a special delicacy at dinner that evening. It was a formal meal, given 
for the Federation Ambassador to Rigel FOur, and NcCoy ordered me the biggest 
bowl of plomik soup you've ever seen. And I had to drink it." 
Sunak frowned. "And that memory amuses you,?" 
Kirk found himself floundering. How to explain to this solemn-eyed child 
the effect his own expression had had on his fellow-officers, the suppressed 
giggles that had threatened the formal decorum, the atmosphere of friendly under-
standing of his plight, and most of all, the sheer non-comprehension on Spock's 
face, that had all but completed his own fall into hysteria. 
"It was ••• companionable, to ho said at last, "to know that others understood 
my problem; .1 had to restrain my laughter then, but my.annoyance with the 
Doctor. had changed to amu»ement, when I realised how neatly he ~!ld taught me not 
to grumble •.. It was· a shared time. to 
crazy to think this stumbled explanati~n would suffice, but Sunak's face had 
cleared. "A sharing among the family'?" he asked. 
"Yes. He are like 
That Has so true, 
so very special. 
a family aboard the Enterprise." 
and one of the things that made his ship, and his crelf, 
"NOH I understand why the memory pleases you." Sunak was satisfied. 
"Mother, I have stUdies to complete, may I go to my room after our meal,?" 
"You may. my son.n 
Thoy rose from the tablo, and all assisted in clearing away the meal. T'Yana 
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studied Kirk's face carefully. "you are still tired, James, and the heat and 
the gravity here distresses you. It is cool in the garden now I I suggest you 
sit our there for a while before you go to bed." 
He agreed gladly, and Hent outside with Spock. Sitting out in the evening 
air, relishing the freshening night breeze, Kirk 1;as reminded again of Thul. 
"If I closed my eyes I could be back there. Just as hot, just as sticky, 
and just as hard on the feetl"He grinned at the Vulcan. "No wonder you Here 
so at home there, Spock." 
"I told you at the time the conditions were not unlike those on Vulcan," 
Spock reminded him. "I hope this time together Hill not end so disastrously." 
"Disastrously? v]hen it led to our first mind-link? Do you regret that, 
Spock?" 
''Regret!'' Spock said explosively. "I regret nothing, Jim, except the 
times you were in pain an<.l I could not help, or when you were lost and I could 
not find you." . He paused, visibly oomposing himself. "I do not regret even 
that I sometimes lack oontrol where yon are concerned." 
He studied Kirk's: faoe, but in the groHing darkness he oould not see the 
oommand tho Human was holding so oarefully, his resolution to shield Spock ••• 
at Whatever oost to himself ••• hardening. 
The next few days were spent pleasantly in Spock's company, visiting local 
places of interest, absorbing the oalm, ordered atmosphere oreated by the quiet 
Vulcan people. 
"you know, Spock," he said refleotively as they wandered round a delightful 
botanical garden. "I can't understand why we Humans set up suoh a resistanoe 
to the idea of taking shore leave on Vuloan. I've never known suoh tranquillity." 
Spock paused momentarily in mid-stride, one eyebrow raised. To Kirk it HaS 
as though he reeled with astoniShment. "NOW what have I said," he complained, 
"to cause you to fall about like that?" 
The seoond eyebrow joined the first.· "I was unaware of having stumbled for 
any cause," Spock answered severely. 
Kirk grir:!'led at him amiably. "you can't fool me," he said complacently. 
"Hhy should you be surprised that I like your home?" 
"Vuloan," Spock spoke oarefully, "has all the peaoe you describe, but it has 
been my experience that pea8e is not what Humans seek When they go ashore. 
Indeed, several shore leaves in my reoollection described to me as totally 
satisfactory, have been the oomplete reverse of peaceful!" 
Kirk laughed. "Naybe you're right," he agreed. "Sometimes we need our 
pleasures a little less tranquil than others, but I'll still put in a Hord for 
Vulcan next time I get an opportunity. Is it tomorrow you go to visit Sarek 
and Amanda?" 
"I have promised to do so. T'Yana thinks it best if you have some time 
alone Hith the family. yOu do not objeot?" 
"Not a bit. You Vuloans make a guest feel so at home." 
"A guest is at home." 
"I know. But having it explained: in abstract is one thing, and actually to 
find yourself drawn into the family bonds, quite anoth3r. I shall enjoy seeing 
'more of the children. I guess most of US Starfleet bachelors like to find a 
surrogate ohild nOH and then." 
Kirk Has able to spend many hours in the children's company, and was 
delighted to be introduced to their sehlat, KaFali, Fully as ouddly and as 
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comforting as ~icCoy ;/Quld have wished Spock 's Iteddy- bear' to be, but eCJ.ually 
possessing the six-inch fangs Spock had saved his reputation by mentioning. It 
wore them with a faintly apologetic air. 
The youngest child, T 'Plas, took him by the hand and led him round her world, 
clearly recognising that here was a person slightly less certain of himself than 
she was. She constituted herself his guardian, to guide him gently round the 
pitfalls of her own experience, proudly showed him her toys, charmingly made and 
subtly designed to encourage logical learning through play. 
At mid-day, T'Yana called her to come in o"t of the sun's heat. She came 
reluctantly. "Mother, I wished to show James our exercise area." 
T'Yana took her daughter's hand and touched their fingers in the gesture 
of affection. "James must not be out in the sun unnecessarily, T'Plas. His 
world is cooler than ours, and you will make him uncomfortable. Also, my t'ky'ta, 
it is time for you to make today's meditation. Go to your room, now, and I will 
come and help you." 
Her lower lip trembled in a very Human way, and T'Yana touched it reprovingly. 
"T'ky'ta, there are other days." 
She looked at her mother gravely, and then at Kirk. "I showed emotion. I 
ask forgiveness." 
Her mother patted her head gently. ',\iithin the family there is sharing. 
Go up, I will follow." Turning to Kirk, she said, "She is young yet, but she 
is learning." 
He nodded his understanding. "Tho:~J is much love within the VUlcan family, 
T'Yana, even if you call it by a more logical name. I can hear a Vulcan harpl 
it is a tape. or is it someone: playing?" 
"Sunak and T'Sehla are practising. Do you care to listen?" 
"I should like that, if they WOUldn't mind." 
''\ihy should they mind? They are in their study, go in and join them." 
He slipped in Quietly and sat down, eyes closed, letting the music cool his 
mind, and wishing his body felt eQually cool. At least he could shower as often 
as he wished, and did not have to try and liVe with an unwashed body as he had 
on Thul. It was the only time he had envied Spock's inability to sweat. The 
h~p was evocative of peaceful evenings aboard the Enterprise, listening to 
Spock play. He relaxed, missing his friend slightly, but at peace. Hithout 
realiSing it, he slipped gently into sleep. 
A stifled giggle snapped his eyes open. T'Sehla was looking at her brother 
disapprovingly. "Sunak, impOliteness is not sharing. you will make our guest 
uncomfortable. " 
"I doubt it." Kirk grinned, controlled, and sat up. "May I ask what has 
amused you?" 
"I ask forgiveness." Sunak lowered his eyes. 
"I experience no need to forgive, but I understand your ne~(: to ask. Please 
tell me what amused you. I too need to understand your people as you would like 
to understand mine." 
"I have never seen a Human asleep before. I did not know that you closed 
your eyes. The unexpectedness made me react before I could control." 
"I understand," Kirk said reminiscently. "The first time I realised 
Spack slept with his eyes open, I, too, was startled into unexpected emotion, 
but less pleasantly. you see, Humans always close their eyes in unconsciousness, 
unless they are dead, and I was rather relieved to find Spock was alive." 
"This memory also amuses you?" Sunak asked, curiously. 
'~e are not a logical people. We do not smile only when we are amused. 
Release from tension,' from worry, can also make us smile." 
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T'Sehla oyed him wisely. "It is tho hardost of all," she confided, "to 
control tho foars one has for family sharing. , .. 
'~'Ie call it love," Kirk told her seftly, "but it is much tho same." 
Each evening on Senar's return, his .children wont out to greet him. Not 
the noisy, exuberent greeting of Human children, but. t.here was ,a warm sense of 
unity nevertheless, and Kirk had enjoyed sharing the moment with them before. 
Each evening also, S.enar spont some time alone with his children before the 
evening meal, and tonight he signed to Kirk to follow them. As they gathered 
round his chair, he set two fingers against his youngest Child's. 
"Now, my t 'ky'ta, tell me of your day." 
"I have been shoViing James my learning games ," she said selemnly. "Father, 
James does not know how to play falar." 
"His childhood ,/as different, T 'Flas. " 
"I kn()'". He has told me a little. Father," her eyes grew round, "he has a 
brother who is only nine seasons older than he is." 
It had been an aYlkward moment when he'd realiseri there was close on seven 
Earth years between her and h~ siblings, and that she was used to this kind of 
age difference. 
"Terrans are different from Vulcans in many ways. Nany of their children 
are closer in age even than James and his brother. Some of thom are even twins." 
"Twins?" 
"Both born at the same time." 
"Brothers? tt 
"And sisters." 
She broke into a little ehuekle, instantly checked by his gentle hand en 
her cheek. "I beg fergi voness. " She looked solemn again. "I had to ask mother's 
forgiVeness today. I showed oIll(.tion. I wanted to sheVi James our exercise area, 
but the sun was too hot for him." 
"you are forgiven. II He drew his sen forward. "And your day? Havo you 
studied the passage you found difficult?" 
"Yes, Father. T'Sehla helped me, and James came to listen. Father, Spock 
plays the harp for him." 
"Then he knows how a Vulcan harp sounds in the hands of a master.',' 
felt a ridiculous surge of vicarious pride. 
"Father, I too had to ask for forgiveness today. I was startled into 
laughter." 
Kirk 
Senar gazed at him sternly. '. "My son, yeu are too old to be startled. ilhat 
Vias the cause?" 
Sunak gu;Lped and put his hands behind his squared-off back. The gesture 
and the stance wero so Spock on the defensive that Kirk had to bite his lills -
hard. 
"James 'fell asleep. HiS eyes were closed." 
Senar looked grave. "Impoliteness is not sharing, my son. Were you 
forgiven?" 
uyee. It 
"Then all is well. T'Sehla;" 
~he came to his side. "I have completed my studies, Fe,ther; and I have 
made a dish for tho evening meal. Kroyberries Vlith hilva juice. I asked Spock 
before he left." 
"Is it something James enjoys?" 
"Yes, Father." 
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"That was woll thought of. It is well, my children. Go, then, and help 
your mother." 
When the door had closed, Kirk said, "I seem to have had a ba,d effect on 
T'Plas and Sunak. I, too, beg forgiveness." 
"There is no need," Senar said indifferently, in a manner spock often used 
to cover pleasure. "I am pleased the children have met you; we do not see 
many Humans." 
"you have taken me into your home," Kirk said (\'ratefully, "and I understand 
just what that means here. you must let me say how glad I am to be one of your 
family, even for such a short while." 
Senar looked at him thoughtfully. "Sharing is not always easy," he said, 
"but you have made it so for us, James. It is not always the way." 
"My people can be very insensitive sometimes," Kirk agreed. "You must 
remember that I have known Spock for many years." 
Senar gave a brief smile. "My people also can be insensitive. It is good 
to be reminded that our ways are not the only ways. You are most welcome. vlill 
you tell me a little of your life in Starfleet? I should be most interested to 
hear of your experiences." 
It had been a comfortable evening, Kirk thought as he settled into deep, 
dreamless, restful sleep. It was pleasant to be so relaxed again, pleasant to 
greet Spock on his return from his parents' home, pleasant to be out of uniform 
for once. In the heat of Vulcan he had taken to wearing the Vulcan robe, a much 
cooler garment than his clinging shirt, and pleasant to see spock in one of the 
old familiar blue of his old science shirt. 
Sentimental idiot, he chided himself. Spock is Spock, whatever he is wear-
ing, but that particular shade of blue brought back'~ery pleasant memories. 
He clung to those memories as they returned to the Academy, allowed them to 
fill his mind, blotting out the present Vlorry. He founcl himself deeply afraid 
as they approached the meld once more. 
- Fear? -
- Fear. I cannot break through. -
- you must. -
- Help me. -
- you fear for me. Do not. Nothing matters •. -
- I cannot hurt you. -
- You can. you must. Break!-
- NO. No.-
Speck Vlithc1rew his mind abruptly and turned away, shoulclers rigid. The 
sudden loss shocked Kirk and frightenecl him. 
"It will net clo," Spock said harshly. "I cannot force the captain to break 
this barrier against his !fill." 
T 'Yana shook her head. "you have come too far to turn back noVl," she tolcl 
them sympathetically. "Captain, it is not that your mind is not strong enough 
to break through, you have become too powerful, and are reSisting us too 
strongly. " 
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Kirk lookod at his friend's unyielding back. He had not soen Spack look 
like this since he had returned from his mind touch with V'ger. He sighed 
angrily. Ifhat had promised to be so right wan becoming more like a nightmare. 
Viell, ho'd lived with Spock's outer coldness so long, secure in his inner know-
ledge of his friend. Why had they not left well alone? The past had beon good 
enough, there was no need to be greedy for more. He shook his head. 
"Thero's still tomorrow." 
T'Yana inclined her head, but did not reply. As Kirk and Srock left the 
laboratory sho called NcCoy back. 
"Can you spare me a little of your time, Doctor?" 
"AS much as you like. What can I do for you?" 
"Come to my office. I wish to discuss this matter with you." 
He sat dOl-in, feeling rather at a loss. He was still not a hundred percent 
sur", how the process worked, and did not soe how he could help. 
"There is fear in the Captain's mind, but he is blocking it off from me, 
and I Caru10t see what it is that he fears. It cannot be the meld itself, cr 
he could not consent to this at all. He told me he feared to alter Spock's 
nature, but although I have assured him he cannot do so, he continues to hide 
this area. You know him well; can you deduce what he is hiding?" 
NCCOY frowned. "He's always accepted Spock for what he is," he said slowly. 
"He saw, much earlier than the rest of us. how the poor devil is pulled two 
ways by his nature." 
"Then that cannot be l;hat he fears," she agreed. 
NCCoy frolmed again, concentrating. "He tries to shield Spock," he said. 
"I guess it's something to do with that, and not something he himself is afraid 
of." He looked up. ''Wait a bit, I think I might be able to guess. On the very 
few occasions Spock has shOlm amotion, Jim has boen the first one to como botlwen 
him and the rest of us, to help him until he could control. Do you think he is 
afraid, consciously or subconsciously, that Spack might show some reaction in 
front of us that he would regret?" 
She considered this, then went straight to the heart of tk.e matter. '~vho 
has asked for your presence, is it Captain Kirk, or Spock?" t • 
"Spock. ft 
"He shows great trust in you, 1-'lcCoy. It is pleasing he has found such friends." 
He gave a grunt of laughter. "Vie 
took a long time to get to know him. 
Vulcan well isn't easy, you know." 
haven't always sounded like friends, and I 
It's been worth it. Getting to know a 
Her eyes smiled. '~Ie make a great show of our logic, do He not?" She sighed 
a little. "It is the right way for us, but we do fear contamination." 
He nodded eagerly. "Spock has been more rigidly Vulcan than most. I realised 
that when I first met Sarek. He smiled more in one day than I had seen Spock do 
in tHO years, I think perhaps he HaS trying to show us we couldn't break his 
conditioning, but Jim somehoH managed to reach him, and he nover seemed to mind 
Jim knowing he was •• , feeling, " ' 
"I believe you may have answered my question, but yeu have not solved the 
problem. It does not matter if Spack displays emotion during this process. Vie 
do have emotions, Doctor, and to achieve a bonding them must be mutually under-
stood and accepted." 
"You can ~ Jim till you're blue," NCCoy growled. "The ornery'so-anel-so 
is very difficult once he'S made up his mind. He's as stubborn as, •• as a Vuloan:" 
She gave him a reproving look, but her eyos were tlfinkling. "In that case 
we must ShbH him, Doctor." She stood up. 
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'~ihat are you going to do?" He rose alsc 
"Talk to Spock. He may be able to convince his friend there is nothing to 
fear. If 
l'iCCoy said warily, "Jim's got a penetrating eye for falsehood." 
"There will be no falsehood," she assured him, "but drastic problems require 
drastic solutions, and believe me, Dootor, this proble!li is becoming very serious 
indeed for them both." 
T 'yana finished her explanation and looked up at Spock sympathetically. 
"Gan you oonvince your friend you are unhappy at his failure?" 
Spack looked. at her stonily. "If you wish me to act this out for you, then 
you know that it is doomed to failure. I am a Vulcan by upbJ::inging, even 
though 1 am genetically half Human. 1 could no more act out a strong emotion 
than I can now dony I possess them." 
She permitted herself a smile. "I had faith in your Vulcan half as l;ell as 
your humanity, Spock. I am not sure, even now, these Humans understand the joy 
of the bonding, how we are almost tempted to envy those who share such an 
affinity outside the family. vlell, we must put him to the test, then, a severe 
one. Are you prepared to take the risk?" 
"I have no wish to die, but I understand. Hhat must be done will be done 
without shrinking." 
"You wear the IDle, Spock," she said softly. "This will increase your 
understandi!l[~ of it greatly. I will be open with you, if you will permit it? 
1 do envy you." 
He bowed his head. 
- Spock? Where?-
- I am here. -
- Greater darkness. Spook, 
- "hy fear? Surging anger. 
- Shame. -
- No need. Break.-
- I cannot. -
1 do not understand. 
l'lhy fear? -
- you mean you will not. sarro;!.-
- untrue. Spock: Spock? Where?-
- 1 am here. Tired.-
- Tired? -
- Of waiting. Despair. B::')ak. B::eak:-
- I CAl'1NOT. -
- Despair. Leave. LEAVE. T'hy'la ••• -
The lfOrld surged back •.••. to s.trong hands holding his arms, bJ::uising, hurticg. 
The dark eyes were' wet, and one, fat tear was tr8nbling on the ga~t cheek. 
''Spock!'' Shock forced the name from Kirk. 
,\bJ::uptly, Spock broke free and ;!"olled away to sit up with his back to Kirk. 
Oblivious of watching eyes, Kirk took the shaking shoulders in his hai1cls. 
''Spook?'' 
Spock shook himself freo, stovd up to face them defiantly. "1 am sorry." 
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He clo(;8d his eyes and turned asiil8. "I must leave." 
He stumbled as he went. 
Rage, blind, red, furiuus rage filled. Kirk. 'l'he one thing he now realised 
he had feared above all others 'had happened... Well, he didn't care Nhat T'Yana 
thought, if it Shocked her VUlcan mind out of a hundred years' gToNth, he Nas 
going to let rip: 
"HOW d.a:reel you?" His voice shook. "HOW dared you? You were monitoring the 
link, T 'Yana, you sa,/ that coming. tihy didn't'Y'Q'U stop it?" 
'~'ihy llidn't you?" she countered, quietly. 
"I? I'm nut a telepath. I keep telling you I cannot do it, and you've 
made us go on. tihy didn't you stop it before it Nent this far; how could you 
let him break like that? He's a Vulcan. you're a Vulcan. You know what it 
can do to him. How dared you?" 
"you have said what you felt you must," she said oalmly, "now pause anel listen 
to Nhat I have to say, captain Kirk. You did that to him, not I. I did not 
reject him. You Nould not enter where he asked, and you alone m1,lSt bear the 
blame for what has happened." 
Eis whole body tensed. "I did not reject him." 
"you have. You have been afraid, and you did 
him just now, when he told you he 1fas in despair. 
work, when you can deny him in the meld." 
not trust him enough to believe 
I Nonder if this bonding will 
"I DID NOT DENY Hn-!," Kirk thundered, pounding the couch. "You have been 
with us in the meld." 
"Yes. You have the strongest mind of any HUman I have encountered," she said 
quietly. "you have set up blocks against both of us. Blocks that may become 
as strong as this of Spock's. \</hat ,lill you do then, captain? Shut him out 
(ielfi,lhly, or seek selfiShly to hold him within your mind forever while you deny 
him acoess to you?" 
"I can't do that:" 
"you can, and you are. James, be kind to him. Force that barrier open." 
The agony in his ohest threatened to overWhelm, despair shook him. 
"I? 11m to blame?" His voice displayed surrender. 
"Yes, Jim." NcCoy came fornard to stand at T 'Yana 's shoulder. "you've not 
been open with us. Vlhy didn't you tell us you were afraid of some reaction?" 
Kirk shook his head nllin bly. ''Sometimes you are a fool. Couldn't you see hoW 
much he'd changed?" 
"Yes," Kirk replied hesitantly. "I was afraid it might be the after-effects 
of V'ger. His mine. must have taken tremendous energy in that. mind-toUCh, Bones." 
"Indeed it did," T 'Yana agreed. "Enough to make 'him understand what he had 
been searching for all these years, Jamos." 
'~~ hat should I do?" 
"Nothing today. 
unless you succeed. 
But, I Narn you, the next attempt must be tho very last, 
I must emphasize that. Give me your thoughts." 
He raisecl his face submissively to her hand. 
- Here, do you see? -
- I'ly mind is changed? -
- yes. Here. And here. Too powerful. Release. .James, release: -
- I ..• let go. -
Her eyes loolwd. gravely into his. "DO you understand how? There is no 
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affinity in our minds, anG. yet you can holG. me. Unless you br eak that barrier 
tomorrow so that the final shaping can be made, the tl'10 of you will never break 
free from the next meld, but will be a composite, living out each other's lives 
simultaneously. Two humanoids cannot function so. It will end in madness for 
you both." 
He swallowed his fear. "I understand." 
McCoy waited for him to leave. "Boy: That was <;tuito an act. I was afraid 
you'el never convince him." 
She shook her head, pity deep in her eyes. "It was not an act, Doctor. not 
from me and not from Spock. I am afraid it Has all <;tuite real." 
''You mean it really is next time or never?" 
"Yos. " 
McCoy's shoulders slumped. 
She touched. him lightly. ''We will think of a Hay, Doctor, but it Hill not 
be an easy path." She stuelied his face. "There must be sufferinG for both of 
them, I'm afraid, but out of it, much may be gained." 
"Bones:" 
AJ.1 ur(,ent hand shaking his shoulder. He turned aliay from it and tried to 
recapture his dream. 
"Bones, Hake up. 1'1 e have a problem." 
He opened protesting eyes. ''VI hat problem?" 
"They're evacuating ShiKahr. Get up:" 
"l!.Vacuating ... ?" He came Hide aHake. '~ihat's happening?" 
"Pm not sure yet. Spack's gone to get more details. I think that'S him 
coming in noVi. Get dressed and join us." He Hlmt out into the main room to 
find Spack there. '~hat's it about, spack?" 
"The Geomorphological Institute have Harneel there is a serious lands lip 
imminent in the I.-langdon lljountains. It Vlill engulf ShiKahr. They have begun 
the evacuation." 
"It must be going to be a gigantic fall." 
"It is not only one fault. AS the upper area of the mountains Goes in a 
rock slide, it Vlill set off sucoessive rotational slips. They have only been 
able to give us one day's Harning. I shall go and help the evacuation Vlork." 
Kirk grabbed his arm. '~iait, get me a subspe.,~ radio, Spack: lie can get 
the Enterprise here. There must be something Vie can do." 
Spack's face cleared. "I had not thought of the Enterprise. Yes, her help 
Heuld be invaluable. Come Vlith me." 
"MCCoy:" Kirk yelled in his best 'luarter-deck voice. "Come on - AT THE 
roUBLE:" 
McCoy skidded out of his bedroom, still struggling into his shirt, and foll-
oHed them at a :tun, br.'eathlessly seeking information as he Vlent. 
USing her top speed, the Enterprise Vias in synchronous orbit Hithin half a 
day. Ordering all shuttles dOHn to assist. Kirk beamed aboard Hith full details 
of the imminent disaster to direct operations. Going into a huddle Vlith Scott 
and Chekov in the briefing room, he pointed out the relevant area, 
"It'S those rocks there that are about to go, scotty." 
Scott looked at the screen in horror. "That's half a'r;, "ntain, sir, and it's 
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no' a small one, either." 
"Yes, I knoH., ,H e '11 use phaser l)OHer to take out this area here, you see, 
Nr. Chekov?" He pointed. "But not until everyone there has been got out. 
Spock is directing the shuttles dOHn there and Hill let us knOH Hhen He can get 
to 1fOrk. Until then, tractor beams to hold it." 
'~'fe canna hold the Hhole mountain, sir," scott protested. 
"NO. This area, here, is the most important. Get to it, scotty. I\JJY 
questions, Mr. Chekov?" 
"I don't think so, sir." The young lieutenant studied the acreen intently. 
"It'll take some pretty precise Hork to make sure He don't make things worse." 
"Yes," Kirk agreed. "HI:. Spock Hill be in the area reporting on the effect 
He're having." 
Chekov ShOHed a horrified face. "Not too close in, I hope, sir, it'll be. 
a wide spread." 
"I hope not too, Hr. Chekov." Kirk grinned, although he'd never feJot less 
like doing so. "I Houldn't like to be in your shoes if you Hinged him." 
''Sir?'' Chekov was beHildered. 
"Got too close for comfort. 5inged him a little. Ruffled his VUlcan dignity." 
"1 wouldn't mind if that Has all I did'," Chekov muttered. "You'll tell him 
to be careful, sir?" 
Kirk patted his shoulder. "You try telling him, Mister. I've got a healthy 
respect for .!r:1. skin1" 
They made their Hay to tho bridge. "AnY Nord from Spock yet, Uhura?" 
"Just coming in riOH, sir." 
"Good. Put him on audio." 
"I am in the foothills, captain, and we believe everyone in the area has 
been accounted for." 
"Good. TX-aotor beams are maintaining the equilibrium ••• " 
"Not for much longer, captain," 5C'ott broke in warni::lgly. "Sensors read a 
build up of stress in the north-westcdge; it'll shear very soon nOH, and He 
canna keep the Hhole of it in the bealil." 
"Did you hear that, Spack?" 
"Affirmative." 
"Right, vacate the area. Report as soon as you're clear." 
"Understood. " 
The Scotsman's half-heard Gaelic imprecations as he lltruggled to control 
the beam grated Kirk's stretching nerves. 
"Come on, Spack." he muttered. "Get out of there, what's keeping you so 
long?" 
"captain," the vt.1ce Has as calm as ever, "I have to land. There are wo 
people still in the area." 
"She'll never hold, sir," Scott protested. "THO minutes at the most.'" 
"You've got ttlO minutes, Spack. Don't try to pick them up. Give us their 
co-ordinates, Fe'll beam them aboard here." 
"Going in now, Captain." 
Kirk's eye Hatched tho chronometer tick the seconds away. "Spock!" he 
pleaded. 
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"Transporter room has the co-ordinates, six," Uhura report-ed. 
"Energise:" Kixk snapped, and at Uhura's nod, "Spock, they're safe. Get out 
of there:" 
"On my way, Captain." 
"She 's goin~, sir." 
"Ready, Mr. Chekov." 
''Ready, sir, but fiIr. Spock •.. 1t 
"No time." ilik seemed to be standing in a well of 
ing out into infinity while the world rushed past him. 
voice was steady. 
emptiness, time stretch-
"Fire yhas ers • " His 
The deadly pmler of the phasers whixled the massive rocks into nothingness, 
creating turbulence, flows, whixlpools in the surrounding aix. 
''Six,'' Uhura said shakily, "I've lost contact with Mr. ".pock." 
''Seccndary shear going now," scott said tiredly. "I canna stop it." 
"What line is it on?" 
"The city'll be safe, sir, but they'll lose this year's crops on the 
western terrace." 
"A few crops." Kixk shrugged it away. "AnY word from Spock?" 
"NO, six. He reported the shuttle had gone out of control ... then nothing." 
"Sensors?" 
sulu was at the lil:n:'ary console. "It's crashed, six. Life-reading there, 
but very 1'1eak ... no, I've lost it." His head turned slo1'11y, stricken eyes look-
ing at Kixk. His captain could not see them. 
"Six," Scott's strained voice interrupted them, "that west side of the 
mountain reads much Hetter than pre(\:ctedl there may be a plug mudflow forming 
betHeen the shears. The western side of ShiKahr is still not safe." 
"Uhura, contact all shuttlecraft, update them on the situation and tell them 
to ensure everyone is out of the area. vie 'II arrange beam-up for those they 
can't manage." 
The next hours 1'1ere a whirl of activity, giving him no time to think I co-
ordinating rescue Hork, liasing with the Vulcan geomorphologists to divert the 
mudflow into a safer channel; having a few l:n:'ief seconds to bless the calraness 
and co-operation of the Vulcan refugees on board his ~'ip; encountering T'Pau 
sitting calmly in the rec room surrounded by a group of wid,,~eyed children 
listening to her placid and lucid explanation of events I sinking at last into 
the command chair as the sitaution came under control. 
'~ie've done it, six." Chekov spoke in a cracked lihisper. "The channel 
lie've made is holding." He took his ixon-steady hands from the phaser controls 
and 1'1as surprised to find them shaking. He dropped theix treachery into his 
1 "lC. , a sharp pricking in his eyes nO~1 that stress was gone. "I'm ••• I'm sorry, 
sir." 
"Not your fault, Lieutenant." Kirk's body felt nwnb. "Well done, every-
body. Uhura, are they ready to take our visitors back down?" 
"Yes, six." Her eyes Here sHinuning. Kirk looked aHay and stood up. 
"Then I'll go and speed them on their way •. Mr. Sulu, continue sensor search 
of the crash area. Update me as soon as you have anything at all. The Enter-
prise has to get back to her OHn work; He'll do Hhat He can here to find him. to 
l1e went to the rec room. 
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Beamdown completed, the Enterprise returned reluctantly to her survey work, 
forced to take all the remaining shuttles with her. Kirk and Nccoy returned to 
their apartment, exhausted and dishevelled. McCoy looked at Kirk's drawn features. 
"He'll turn up, Jim. 
Kirk shook his head. 
of the crash. \,e'll have 
He aJ.J'lays does." 
"I don't know, Bones. 
to wait and see." 
I've given them the co-ordinates 
After some hours T 'Yana caIne to them, face a mask. Kirk knew that look too 
well. It was the Vulcan cover for serious concern. 
"He's missing?" 
"Yes •. The shuttle has been found. There is no sign of Spock." 
Kirk reached a hand to the nearest steadying nall, lips white. "I-/hat can 
we do?" 
"We have inaugurated a search. Everything it is logical to do ldll be done. 
I suggest you take the opportunity to rest." 
''Restl'' Kirk said explosively nhen she was barely out of hearing. He closed 
his lips tightly over all the rest he wanted to say. It was unfair to let 
NcCoy bear the brunt of his worry, and more than useless to express it to any 
Vulcan. He kneli, better than any other Human probably, that they would do all 
they could.. He let NCCOY lead him back into the coolness of the bedroom, and 
attempted to rest, frustration bubbling nithin him as it always did when he was 
forced into inaction. The long night dragged by without any word. Kirk savagely 
told himself that nasting time passing on negative news nas illogical, but it 
didn't help. He wanted desperately to be up and doing himself. 
NCCOY sat in a chair and watched him, wOrl5' lines etohing themselves deep 
into his face. He wondered if Kirk, too, had thought of Spock's great knoWledge 
of his desert norld. He knew Spook Hell enough by now to have a heal-t.hy respect 
fo~ his proven abilities. Spock never over-Gstimated himself, nor under-estimated 
either if it came to that. NcCoy thought sickly of the superb training lessons 
in desert survival the Vulcan had given in the past. Easier not to think, simpler 
to sit back and endure. 
The long night passed. Dozing fitfully on the chair in Kirk's room, NcCoy 
lmen that the too-still figure on the bed bad not slept. In the morning, T'Yana 
came to them again. 
"\ve have done all we can. There is no further use in continuing." 
"You're giving up," Kirk snarled. 
"There is no logic in searching further," T'Yana said patiently. ',\,Ie knoH 
how long a person can survivo alone out there, He know how far they can go •. and 
we have searchGd the relevant areas. Beyond these limits there is no logic in 
searching. " 
''Logicl'' Kirk said it explosively. "Is it certain Which way he Hent after 
the crash?" 
"Traces have been: :"'ound, yes. It 
"Then I'll go and search, if you've given up." 
'~'Ie have olllly given up because thcre is ••• " 
"No logic in continuing. I know," he interrupted her rudely, uncaring. 
''Ivell, I'm not a logical creature, and I shan't give up until I've seen his dead 
body. I'll take a desert flier, find him and bring him back. Or would you 
prefer I left him to rot in the desert?" 
"He is in the mountains," she said coldly.' "You can only take a desert flier 
to the foothills. You will have to go on foot after that, and then there will 
be two d.ead instead of only ono." 
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"No. I knml he isn't dead." 
"you cannot know. The link is not yet made." 
"Damn the link:" he shouted furiously. "And damn all VUlcan logic and VUlcan 
cer"ainties. I need my own Human certainties, T 'Yana. I'm going to find him." 
"Very well. But you cannot expect us to risk our lives to no purpose." 
"I don't," he said, more gently. "I'll go alone." 
McCOy came to his side. "I'll go with you." 
"No. Bones, I'm sorry, I have to do this alone." 
McCoy turned appealing eyes to T 'Yana. She shook her head at him, eyes 
expressing a Harning, and suddenly he understood. Hope flared in him. He'd 
put in his min little bit of needling. 
"But Jim, you know VUlcans, better than any of us. If they say Spock is 
dead then there's no point in rushing out there into danger." ){~ hid his 
crossed fingers behind his back. 
"Too bad.," Kirk told him curtly. "I'm going, and that's that. If I don't 
come back either ..... He put a gentle hand on Nccoy's shoulder. "I can't take 
another parting, Bones. Don't you understand?" 
McCoy nodded and turned aside, blinking, containing the hct rush of tears. 
T'Yana drove the flier out to the foothills and gravely handed Kirk out a 
survival kit. "That Hill last you for four days, then you will need more Hatex-. 
You have your communicator and tricorder?" 
"Yes. I'll call in when I find him." 
"Very well. If you find him, we will come .and fetch you both." 
"If he's dead you needn't corne," he said softly. "Goodbye, T'Yana. Good-
bye, Bones." 
"Take care, Jim." 11cCoy could not prevent his voice shaking. 
"I'll try. Don't we.:ry." He held up his hand in the Vulcan salute and 
left. 
''Will he find him?" 
''We kn01i Hhat has happened and are monitoring them both," she reassured him. 
"But if James does not get to him in time then they will both die, Doctor." 
'~vhen you say drastic," McCoy groaned, "you sure mean drastic." 
''Why, yes." She set the flier in motion. "we usually say what lie mean. 
It saves a lot of trouble." 
"you didn't organise a landslide just for this, surely?" 
"Hardly, Doctor. But circumstances played into my hands. I got a: message 
to Spock after the shuttle crashed. NOw, we have to wait." 
Kirk had been on his Hay less than an hcur before he was exhausted. E'y'en 
on the lOHer levels of the plains the air on VUlcan was thin for Human lungs, 
here in the mountains it was agony. Only determination and desperation drove 
him on throughout the heat of the day. When dusk fell at last, he set up camp 
for the night, forcing himself to eat sensibly from the survival rations. Then 
he wrapped hvnself in one of the lightHeight blankets and lay back looking at 
the stars. Impossible not to think of SPook .Hhen looking out into the infinity 
if toe night sky. He set himself to remember the years they had shared together, 
their groHing friendship in the early days, the dangers, the terrors, the tight 
corners ••• even the fun. Yes, the logical, up-tight Vulcan had been fun for those 
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with eyes to see the quiet humour. Such comradeship and love. He'd not sought 
to deny to himself that 'dhat he felt for Spock ,las sheer, genuine, old-fashioned 
love. NOI;, he was facing yet again the llossibility that his friend might be 
dead. The agony they had hoped to end wus with him once more, and it was his 
own damn stupid fault. lihy had he fought so hard not to break down that barrier 
against him? VIas it really fear? He searched his own mind, reaching deep 
within. Spock had said his mind was totally open to him. lias it possible there 
was something within him that Spock could see but he could not? lihy had he been 
afraid? 
Impatiently, he threH an arm over his eyes, blocking out the stars that 
gazed too impassively back. The answer Has not out there, it was here on Vulcan, 
locked up within Spock's mind ••• or his OHn. And if his friend was dead indeed, 
as they told him, then he would never knol, the answer. 
- Spockl -
He stilled the mental cry at its birth. HG darGd not take the risk that 
he might ruaoh Spook. Once more, T 'yana had said, or condemn each other to mad-
ness. He must Hait until he found him,. and he ~ .!!£!:~. He would not have 
him dead. 
He spoke the HOrdS aloud into the cold night, and having spoken his defiance, 
slept. 
hOCOY scowled at the two blips shown on the screen. "It'll take him at least 
two days to find hila,.', he said as oalmly as his Horry would permit. T'Yana 
nodded. "Is Spock still alive?" 
"He is in deep trance," she said steadily. "If James finds him, he must 
break it or Spock Hill die." 
"But Jim can 't initiate a link!" 
'~1ith Speck he can by nOH. But if he cannot draH Spook back, if he cannot 
break that final barrier, then Spock Hill dra1'1 him d01'1n into his death." She 
looked sVliftly at the epen horror on NcCoy's face and a1'1ay again. "Please 
understand, Doctor, we are not unaHare of the mental pain you are endo/ing, but 
neither are we unaHare of the affinity those two have for each other. Logic 
tells us they should be bonded, logic has also shoVin that 1'1e had to act if we 
Here to help them. Spock kneH he must make James understand the seriousness of 
the situation. He r(alised that only the real threat of his death Hould make 
James properly Hhole again. He is prepared to die for that." 
There ,las nothing NCCoy could do but watch and pray. 
Kirk \'Ioke with the sun and Has quickly on his Hay. The te=ain Has so 
difficult that there 1'1US only one path the Vulcan coul':' have used. He only had 
to detour a little from tilne to tilne to check out the 1'1ay ·that must be taken ••• 
Hith the tricorder to aid hilu he Hould not miss Spock behind some rock, unless 
he Has no longer... He blocked the thought <J.uiokly. 
As he paused to drink and eat at midday, he regretted that the air did not 
seem to be any cooler up here in the moun:r·uins. He'd never been so hot; the 
heat Has unimportant. He took one last s:".p from the Hater bottle and replaced 
the cap firmly. The scorching, Hhite-hot sun slid past its zenith and began its 
SIOH journey dOlm into the night, He rose to his feet, settled the carrying 
bag across his shoulders and moved en, restlessly se£1rching thesp£1rkling rocks 
and the tricorder roadings. Nany times he had to blink before his il:)X'tured eyes 
could see the figures it presented. Danm the sunlight. He blinked again, and 
dashed the drops aHay Hith his sleeve. Not tears, it was no tilae to give ,ray to 
tears, not teex8, no. 
His feet Here s1'1ollen inside his boots, undoubtedly badly blistered by nOH. 
He forced his milld aHay from the pain. It Has· UUiluportant. His robe Has soaked 
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with sweat, the light shirt adhering to his back, sand grains rubbing sores upon 
his skin. He moved on, grimly pushing one foot in front of the other through 
the red sand that covered the rocks, checking the tricorder regularly, still 
unable to see ~y life form registering on ••• 
Blue! There: There in the distance. Blue: The bright, light, familiar 
blue of the old-style science shirt. Half sobbing, half laughing, he ran to 
fallon his IGlees beside the still figure, caressing him with sweat-soaked, 
sand-grimed hands, finding no movement, no hope, no life. In agony, he cowered 
down to Hai t for death beside him. 
Deep within him the 'beast' that he had accepted back within himself so long 
ago stirred. He'd seen his own savagery, knew the raging, cowardly creature 
that lived beside his gentler nature. NOH it roused and cried its pain. It 
could not lose Spock, dared not lose hlln, could not live without him. He 
accepted the creature gratefully; he would not lose Spock if it took all the 
ruthlessness of Hhich he knew himself to be capable. Beating down tenderness, 
he lifted his head from the urunoving breast. He'd seen Spock in deep trance 
before, there was no reason why this was any mOre than that. He would not have 
it more. He would rouse hlln if it killed them both. 
with a sound that was half snarl, half sob, he reached for Spock's mind. 
- Decp. Deeper. Darkness. Spock:-
Come to me. Come. you live! -
- Damn you: Come to me. Come. Deeper.-
- No. You cannot die. I need you. Come.-
- Come! -
- Very well. TO your life, or my death also. -
- Deeper. -
- Sadness ••• lost •.. -
- Spock? Love. Love.-
.Lonely, dying, no... Jim?-
- Spock. Laughter. Tears. Come back: -
- Follow me. -
- No. Come back. Come back! -
- Blackness. -
- NO. NO DARKNESS. NO. RIP IT ASIDE. -
- .,Jim, yeu are here. -
- Hero? -
- you have broken the barrier. -
- Joy. Flooding. No time now. Later. Come back. -
- Yes. Later. Lead me back. -
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- Take my hand. Hold me. -
- r fol101'/. Into the light. -
The dark eyes were still closed. Gritting his teeth, Kirk drew back his hand 
and slapped the thin cheek ruthlessly, again and again. "Damn you, Spock, 
you're staying Hith me - I need you." 
Ii hand touched his ,;rist. "It is done." 
Exhausted, Kirk sat back and lifted his friend's head into his lap, touching 
the silken hair gently, trembling Hith the release of so much tangled feeling. 
"Sleep, Spook." 
"May I have a drink first?" 
Kirk controlled his shaking hands Hith difficulty and opened a water bottle. 
Spock drank a little, then motioned it aHay. 
"That is suffici9.Q.t," he Hhispered. "NOH I Hill sleep. Stay Hith me, Jim." 
"Just try and stop me." He shook out the blankets, Hrapped Spock carefully 
in one, then took out the communicator. 
tiT 'Yana?" 
"you have found him. Alive?" 
"Yes. All's H ell. Can you find us?" 
"We have your co-ordinates. we Hill come for you. Sleep Hell, nOH, both 
of you." 
He put the second blanket round his own shoulders, lifted Spock into his 
arms, settled him comfortably and lay back to Hai t. Sleep? Waste the hours 
when he could savour this fierce, surging joy? Ridiculous: 
I1cCoy's face swam into his vision and out again. He felt Spock lifted from 
his loosened grasp and sought to hold him close. 
"Let go," McCoy said gently. "\>I e can't lift you both at once. Let go, and 
th",n we'll give him back to you. " 
Reluctantly, he let them take him, felt hLnself lifted also and tried-to 
Haken, but exhaustion claimed him. He was laid down somewhere soft and spack 
Has put back.into his arms. He gave a sigh of pure relief, gathered him close 
and slept again. 
The dream took shape, the formless darkness lighteninG. iJrapped in a warm 
cocoon of pure love he Has held and Has holding. He had lost and had found. 
In his dream he laughed from sheer joy. Fountains sparkling in sunlight. 
Children ~layingl soft birdsong. Peace. 
McCoy Imtched the smile playing on Kirk's sleeping mO'lth. Spack's face Has 
hidden as he slept, but the lean figure was relaxed, ac~uiescent. He looked up 
at T'Yana. 
"I can't help but envy them, you know." 
"It is given to few to find such complete.Q.6ss," she agreed. "" e can leave 
them now. Come, you must be tired yourself. I do not believe you have slept 
much over the last three nights." 
He folloHed her from the room. "No." Ho smiled. "Not the first time I've 
eve:' envied you Vulcans. 1'm glad it's all ended Hell." 
"The final adjustments have soill to be made," she reminded him, "but they 
Hill succeed nOH." 
"There's one thing you can explain before I gO to bed. HOH could Jim reach 
Spock, has he become a telepath?" 
"No. He will never be able to initiate a link with anyone .else, but the 
affinity between these two was tremendously strong, even before we began this 
bonding. Now the ways are open a little, and when they are bonded, together 
they will have a ve:t:y powerful ability." 
"How common is this?" he asked hesitantly, unsure if he lias intruding in 
areas a Vulcan would consider private. 
"Not common, but not unknown between two Vulcans. Mostly such compatability 
is found in the marriage bond, but it is not so unusual between two men. It is 
very rare indeed between two females, and, up to now, never achieved between a 
Vulcan and an alien. If you will permit mt to express this openly, I envy them 
also." 
He clos ed his dropping jaw. "Thank you for saying that. I find ita great 
compliment. But I'm still not sure I understand why you envy them." 
'70 achieve such complete sharing with another species is to live totally 
within the IDIC,' she said softly. "That is desired much by us. To live within 
the IDIC is as valued as the KoJ.inahr, and as difficult to attain. We of Vulcan 
respect spock greatly for all he has achieved. He is a son we can be proud of, 
although few of us would say it aloud. " 
'~jell -" he paused outside the door of his own room" - I've said all along 
that Spock should drop his reserve a little, but I never really hoped to live to 
see it happen." He yawned suddenly, widely, aching for sleep. "I'm sorry, 
T 'Yana." He grinned. "Maybe I'll get bpock to teach me a few good Vulcan 
manners one day." 
She raised an eyebrow. "you too live within the IDIC, McCoy. It is well. 
Rest now." 
They woke together, each aware of the other's presence. They moved, breaking 
the embrace in Which they hau slept, reluctant to let go but needing to stretch 
aching muscles. Kirk felt an unaccustomed, unexpected shyness wash over him, 
subsiding slightly as Spock's head'.turned to study him, all masking gone, his 
face open and relaxed. He smiled, and saw the answering smile light Spock's e~·es. 
"I've spent some good nights in my time,' Kirk teased gently, "but it takes 
a Vulcan tucking-up to show what can be o.one:" 
Spock's mouth CJ.uivered. "Are you so sure a Vulcan tucked us in? It is more 
likely to hewe been NcCoy." 
"Logic o.ictates he was not alone," Kirk said airily. "He's not strong 
enough to lift us into bed unaided." His smile faded again. Just what had the 
Vulcan thought, he wondered. 
Spock's lean fingers t:lUched his faoe gently. "still worrie.d?" 
"I was ••• 1'l;; ••• wondering what they thought about us." 
One eyebrow lifted. "That we were tired and needed sleep. That is the only 
logical reason for putting us to bed." 
"Together?" The thought was out before he had time to stop it. 
''We needed to be together, therefore it would be illogical to part us," 
Spock said calmly. "Are you embarrassed, Jim?" 
"I gueSs I am. So=y, Spock." 
His friend smiled. "'i'here is no need to apologise. I, too, find the sit-
uation a little unnerving - but then I am less accustomed to waking in another's 
arms." 
Kirk choked, torn between laughter and gasping astoniShment. The laughter 
won. He broke, and laughed until he cried. 
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"Ah," 8pock said contentedly. "I h,ove not made you dotnat for a long, 
long time." 
MCCOy poured their breakfast coffee and studied them with satisfaction. 
''Stop looking like the cat that got the crerun," Kirk told him shortly. 
~lCCoy's smile widened and his blue eyes opened in his innocent stare. "Don't 
begrudge me a little simple pleasure, Jim. In fact, taking it all in all, 'look-
ing at it this way and that, I've only one regret." 
Kirk kneVi he shouJ"on't ask. "What's that, Bones?" 
The smile impossibly widened further. "I had no leaves to cover Xciv'both , 
up with, my babes in the woou.." 
No. He shouldn't have asked. Rigidly controlling his rising giggles, he 
got up from the table with dignity. "McCoy, one day you, will apply your 
psychology too well, an(l. then where shall we be?" 
11cCoy grinned wryly. 
as well as VUlcans, Jim. 
"Too much display of open emotion is bad for HUmans 
I thought maybe Vie needed to defuse the affair a little." 
Kirk raised an eyebrow, a sensation he'd always enj~yed, it reminded him so 
vividly of Spock. "YOu're a little late, BOnes," he said, smiling across at his 
friend. "your logical Vulcan has already applied his superior mind to the matter 
of bringing me back down to earth, and no - " he flung up a forestalling hand 
" - I shan1,t tell you what he said, it might make you blush:" 
Dignity still enfolding hlin, he led tpe way out of the room. 
This time there was no inner reluctance as he settled himself on the couilih 
beside his friend. 
"I shall simply monitor the conneotions you make today," T'Yana reminded them, 
"so that tomorrow the final adjustments can be made to allpw you to call each 
other's thoughts without physical contact. We are ready now. you may begin 
the meld." 
McCOy swallowed hard as the two friends lifted their free hands to eaoh 
other's faces. He cast a swift, half-embarrassed glance at T'Yana. Her face 
was not giving much away, but enough. He gave a sigh of content. The silence 
deepened, broken only by the throbbing hwn of the monitors. 
- T'hy'la. -
- Laughter. Vlhat is t'hy'la? -
- Surprise at ignorance. Friend. Brother. Lover.-
- Lover? Surprise also. Unfcrseen. 
- Amusement. Vulcan, has fewer Vlprds for these things. It may express them 
all, but not necessarily at once. -
- stop teasing: -
- I mere;Ly copy. -
- I knOVI. Don't stop.·-
- Contradiction. -
- Yes. Human.-
- Yes. Understanding grows. -
- And grows. Contentment.-
- Come deeper. Search every part. -
- I follow. Here.' Here was darkness. -
- yos. Follow.-
- I follJw. EUith. Sorrow.-
- yes. Understood. you loved her. -
- Yes. Peace now. Deeper. ~liraraanee.-
- You loved per less. -
- yes. Not as myself. It still hurt. -
- Understood. She sacrificed for you. -
- Reena? Spock, all my loves?· -
- 18S. Deeper.-
- Deeper. Lenore? I never loved her, only pity. -
- Deeper. still deeper. -
- Ruth. Janice. Shahna, Nona. Kelinda. Drusilh. Elaan. Deela. 
Odona. •• Spock, stop, stop: -
- Look closer. -
- Embarrassed. Am I that bad? -
- Look closer. -
- I didn't love them all. -
- Understood. I am open. Search.-
- You were ashamed of me? Jealous? You?-
- Jealousy is negative. I had to block it deeply. Unworthy.-
- Understood. NO need for shame. I feel the shame. -
- No need. You are as you are. I accept. -
Acceptance also. AS ever. T'hy'la.-
- T'hy'la? -
- Well, two ways: -
- Amusement, release. -
- \{e release. -
The laughter was still in Kirk's eyes as the world came back. He shook his 
head slightly. "you wait, my friend, you wait:" 
"I am a Vulcan. 1 atience is part of my conditioning." 
T'Yana switched off the monitors. "Your part is done for today. lilcCoy, will 
you stay and assist me to make the final settings?" 
McCoy's eyes gleamed. "I'd be honoured. I'll see you two at the ev .. ning 
meal." 
"VffrY well." 
"Until tonight," Kirk agreed. 
Spock? I warn you, I want a long, 
shall we go?" 
Outside the laboratory he paused. "Where now, 
long talk with you. No holds barred. Where 
Spock's eyebrows touched his hairline. "1 was about to suggest a walk, Jim, 
but if there is to be holding as well as talking ••• " 
"That· s quite enough." Kirk suppressed a broad grin as a group of Vulcans 
went by. "Talking will do, and you knew what 1 meant a£, well as I did:" 
The dark eyes gleamed. "Your Human ways of speech are very illogical." 
"But they give you a lot of inncoent pleasure," Kirk retortc)d. "At least, I 
always thought they were innocent ••• until now: \'ihere shall we walk to?" 
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"The desert is empty. vie shall be private thero, if it is not too hot for 
you. It 
"I can take it, especially if we can find shade at midday." Spock nodded. 
"Very well. Lead on. to 
They collected water bottles and set off together in companionable silence. 
In spite of the sweltering,heat and his poor illtreated feet, and the shattering 
revelations of the morning's meld, Kirk had strangely never felt more at peace 
in his varied life. They walked without talking for. an hour or so, then Spock 
pointed to a smudge of shade ahead. 
"A water hole. There will be fruit growing that you can eat." 
"Lovely idea. I'm getting hungry. vihY does strong emotion always make you 
hungry?" 
"I knew there was more than one sensible reason to control emotion, to Spock 
commented. "If you could learn emotional control, naybe you would not have to 
endure McCoy's plomik soup:" 
"Devil!" Kirk said with feeling. 
The trees were enormous succulents, more resembling cacti than their 
earthly eQuivalents, but they made a deep and welcome shade, and the sand 
beneath them was cool instead of burning. Kirk welcomed the feel of it on his 
sweating ,back as he settled down against one of the few spin~~free spec~nens. 
s.pock lowered himself down beside him and stretched out his long legs. 
"NoW, Mister," Kirk said in his command voice. "Talk!" 
:Upock hesitated. "I am unsure of where to begin." 
"Try the beginning," Kirk suggested hopefully. 
"At the beginning," Spock said ,!-oftly, "there was a young, oh so young, 
Captain, who didn't know much about Vulcans, but who was willing to learn, and 
who reached out through the coldness and sought ••• no, demanded, response. You 
caJ;',e to Thul with me, risking your first command to work under my direction. 
you followed where I led and never complainad of the discomfort and humiliation 
you endured. You gained my reppect, and then my concern when you were injured. 
I rationalised my response. you were under my orders, it was my duty t.o see 
that you were safe. It became my. pleasure to care for you. You touched my hum-
anjty, and then I retreated deep into my conditioning. But then you put your 
life at risk for mine, and I further rationalised. If I was to bring you back 
alive, I must open m'sself to you a little. I knew the meld could save your life, 
and found myself prepared to let you see me as I was." 
"I'll never forget," Kirk almost whispered it. "you became ••• very special." 
"I was aware of it, and as the years went by I found my Human .half easier to 
live with. I could maintain the outer, Vulcan ~aage, with others, never with 
you, Jim. You awakened feelings in me I had forgotten I Could experience." 
"Dear God." Kirk drew up his knees, . cradled his arms about them to hide his 
face. "And I was proud of my Vulcan friend, proud that I did not ask you to be 
less Vulcan, and all the time I was hurting you," 
Spock laid a fleeting arm across his shoulders. "NO, Jim, not hurting. you 
did not ask me openly.for anything a·full Vulcan could not . give. I did not mind. 
But I was ... curious about the Human within me, and studied you and hoped to learn 
about myself. I understood your love for Edith, I pitied you, and wiShed I could 
help more than I did. It was the others I could not understand. I knew you did 
not always 'love' where you gave passion. This is a lack within me. IDv(lll my 
humanity cannot make me understand casual relationships. I have made love to 
two women, Jim, but neither time was it the full Vulcan that responded. I was 
not in control of either my mind or my body. When I am properly in control of 
myself, I can always block any physical sensations ca~~ed by attraction or 
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accidental physical proximity. I am totally Vulcan in my sexuality, and hard 
as I fought to understand yours, I could not. Do you understand?" 
Kirk raised a rueful face. "you could hardly have picked a worse friend, 
then, could you, Spock? I'm sorry." 
"You are as you are. I accept it now." 
"But you still don't understand?" A tiny shake of, the head. "\'Iell, I 
don't know if I can explain, but I'll try. We Humans don't alwyas understand 
our own drives, c;pock, but I'll be as honest as I can with you~ Loneliness is 
something I know you can understand." Spock nodded. "\'leI 1 , a casual affair, 
when both partners know it's casual and fleeting, can dispel loneliness tempor-
arily. 1~en if you don't exchange love, you exchange a mutual trust and 
acceptance. It can be very comforting and meaningful. And, if I'm being honest, 
it isn't always ,even as pure a motive as that. I like women, Spock. I enjoy 
their company, and if they are willing, I like to make love. To forget for a 
brief moment that I am what I am, abandon responsibility, abandon the trappings 
and duties of command. It's a good way to relax, to forget." 
"I understand it intellectulally. What I could not understand was 'why it 
should affect me. And then I realised that I was enviou~, ras$utful ••• even 
je,lous! you Terrans admit jealousy to be one of the seven deadly sins, to a 
VUlcan it is the deadliest of all, opening the way to hatred. Kaiidth! I ,las 
shamed to my very soul. you had done what I had thought in my pride could not 
be done, made me less Vulcan. Through the last months of our mission, I searched 
into myself deeper than I had ever done before. I knew there ,was a routel if 
I could achieve Kollnahx all my memories, my failures, you, my friend, would be 
patterned logic and there would be laO more pain, no more pleasure, I would be ••• 
whole. I meditated deeply, and found the capability within me. I made the 
decision and thought I experienced peace. fuven a VUlcan can deceive himself, 
Jim, and my Human half was merely hiding, biding his time until you called to 
N) in your need." The even voice faltered, paused. 
Kirk swallowed hard. "I have not understood you very well after all," he 
said eventually, when he thought his voice sufficiently under control. "But you 
did tell me, after V'ger, that you had not minded the sexual memories you had 
encountered in the meld." 
The vulcan looke<1 aYlay. ":!lor the memories, Jim. In the meld one is, one 
has to be, completely honest. It is impossible to be otherwise, you know that. 
But at that time you had not broken my blocks, the meld was not total .and there 
Her8 omissions ••• gaps. Hhen we spoke of it, I was not honest with you about my 
own nature and my lack of understanding of yours. I had blocked off that area 
of my mind, you had to find it in the meld. I knew Hhat was there, I have always 
known, but dearly as 'I Hanted to be completely open with you, ~ I could not." 
"you mean ••• physically could not?" 
yes. The blocks stayed my speech, physically. I tried, but there was no 
way I could tell you of the ••• muddle ••• I had created within myself. But I wanted 
you to know I Jim, I was so sure our friendship could not be broken by anything." 
"Not by anything," Kirk agreed steadily. "vlhat of the future, Spock?" 
"The future?" 
''There will probably be other women in my life." 
The eyebrow lifted. "I do not expect it to be otherHise. Maybe I shall 
come to understand the driVes in time." 
"I still haven't'oxplained properly?" 
"I believe you <10 not, as yet, understand what I need to learn. Thereasons 
for casual sex are clear enough, it merely needs the application of reasoned 
thought to see what drives a man to aeek out a woman. It is the physical act it-
self in Terrans I do not understand, simply because it is not so for us. Because 
my hearing is uncomfortably acute, I have sometimes unwittingly overheard couples. 
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Hhen Humans begin to make love th0y are rational, He are not. Once He alloH the 
process to begin, it is the meld that brings us together, and then it is unstopp-
able. lie could hardly be more different in our apprctlch, even though the out-
come is •.. not dissirnila:r:." ' 
"Unstol'11able? " 
"Yes. NOH you see Hhy He must be able to block off our reactions, and Hhy 
every so often He must undorgo--poii farr. It is our only form of release. If He 
are stopped for any reason, it triggers off the plak tOH.;.and feH Vulcans Hish 
to experience .!-.h!!:!: tHice!" 
Kirk took a long, long breath. "My friend, I don't envy you. But I begin 
to see Hhy you disliked my oHnaffairs. They must have seemed'horribly 
superficial. " 
"Not at the time. HOHever, I have nOH begun to see they have a ,real meaning, 
hOHever fleeting. If I had thought them completely superficial I believe I 
Hould not have minded, and had I understood properly Hhat they meant to you, I 
Hould not have been ••• unfeeling. 'But I thought you Here as deeply involved as I 
would have been, and since it happened so often it lowered you in my eyes, 
diminished the respect I felt for you. Now I see how wrong I Has. I'm sorry." 
"I{ e are very differeut after all," Kirk said Honder:Lngly. 
"I rejoioe that we have differences, Jim." 
"I'll try and explain what you need to knOH." Kirk grinned. "I'm sorry if 
I'm not very good at it, I've never had to explain the facts 'of life to anyone 
b8fore." 
The eyebroH flared. "I ~ the fact", Jim, it is the feelings I want to 
understand. " 
Kirk took another long breath. "It's physical mostly, to begin with. Pleas-
ant physical sonsations that are enjoyable and comforting and ••• close. But it 
oan become like going over a Haterfall in a canoe :- suddenly you can't stop it!" 
He gave a rueful laugh. "Not like you, of course ••• if He're stopped it's just 
bloody uncomfortable, but there are similarities. ,It's just that He ••• let things 
get out of h~~d more by stealth than by intention. Up to a oertain, very 
indeterminate point, you can kid yourself you can stop any time, but you don'L 
Am I making any kind of s ens e?" 
Spock nodded. "It would seem that perhaps you are not so rational as it 
1fould outHardly appear." 
"You could be right," Kirk grinned. "I Houldn't like to tal>e an Academy 
test, for instance, under those ccnditione!" 
There Has silence again for a Hhile until Kirk said reflectively, '''l'omcat 
Kirk, tho stud of the Galaxy.'" ' , 
Spack t\lrned to look at him enquiringly. Kirk smiled a little shame-fapedly. 
"We Human males are rather too inclined to be proud of our reputations Hith 
women, Spock. I suppose it's the Hay He are driven to reproduce our species, a 
1fay of ensuring that those of us who choose not to marry still make some contrib-
ution to the Human genetic pool. I've never minded my reputation, in fact I've 
traded on it many times, and I've never minded either Hhen it's been undeserved. 
No-one ever believes you if you deny anything. NOH you make me feel aShamed. n 
"It is illogical to be ashamed - however, Vulcans are not immune to that 
feeling, or He Hould not shroud our own drives in so much mystery!" 
"\<Iell;," Kirk sat up abruptly. "Thero is no more mystery betHeen us nOH t 
Spock. From nOH on He Hill be able to hide nothing from each other ••• but the 
first t,ime I see ar.y pretty and available f6male, I might Hish it was possible 
to hide Hhat 11m thinking!" 
still leaning back, relaxed and comfortable, Spock said, "I shall not intrude, 
Jim, and you will be taught to block me out, and if you are still f'Jarfui, I must 
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remind you that the next time I experience pon farr, I shall not be able to 
hide it from you." 
"Have you ••• is there. ,," Kirk floundered a little. "I know T'Pring is no 
longer bonded to you, have you found someone else?" 
"Not yet. HowevEir, next time I shall not wait so long, hoping I can control. 
I shall come home to Vulcan. It Vlill not be a problem." 
"And if I can't get you to Vulcan in time?" Kirk said roughly. ''VIe could 
be at the other side of the Galaxy! I'll not have you die on me for such a 
thing as that. You ~ let me know in time to do something:" 
"Let me help," Spock quoted softly. "Let's cro;ss that bridge when we come 
to it, Jim." 
"Uh-huh." Kirk looked at him affectionately, . deeply proud that someone so 
speoial could put such trust in him. He held the look for a long moment. 
Spock accepted the open affection with joy, and let his eyes study the face 
he loved. There Vias confidence and assurance in the hazel eyes, pleasure 
written in finely etched lines around the eyes, such appeal! 
He, too, sat up abruptly. 
Kirk grinned. ''Something the matter?" 
"I cannot read that look," Spock said flatly. 
''1'ihat look?" The eyes were innocent. 
"you S:l:'e teasing me, but I do not know what about." 
"I'm hungry:" Kirk said plaintively. 
The final bonding was ••• grorious. There Vias no better word to express the 
sensations as they Vlere instructed by T'Yana how to smooth each pathway, open 
every barrier at will, finding.you could slip so easily, so comfortably into the 
mind of someone very dear. It Vias a soaring, an opening, a groHing. It was a 
friend's touch, a mother's caress, a lover'S arms. It Has desiring, longing, 
satisfaction, completion, \~hen it was over, it was still there, a part of you, 
never-endingly. Security. 
They stood together before T'Yana, and Kirk was astounded to see the emotion 
in her exprff,sion. 
"Thank you," he said simply. 
"I, too, thank you," Spock said gravely, 
''She's some lady," McCoy said soberly, "and I'd trust my mind Vlith her any 
day. " 
"That's quite a compliment," Kirk told her. 
She nodded, "I displayed emotion, Jamesl but Vie have experienced family 
sharing, and although you call it b>: a different name, we both understand. 
Live long and prosper, Spock of vulcan, James of Earth." 
"Live. long and prosper, T'Yana." 
''I~ ell now,~' McCoy said jovially. '''II e have two days before 1W hear the 
Council's findings. HOW are you going to fill the time in?" 
Kirk looked at him enigmatically. "There are excellent recreationlw. facil-
ities here, ))1:, McCoy. Perhal's a series of lectures on the quantUlll theory, or 
a refresher course on Vulcan endocrinology." 
1'1CCOY ignored him. "How about you, Spock?" 
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';llock passed a hand over his chin. "I suppose there Houldn't be time to get 
to Wrigley's Pleasure Planet in tHO days?" 
"That's CJ.uite enough from both of you," McCoy said severely. "Since you 
don't have any better ideas, you can both take me around and shoH me the place. 
I took all the refresher courses I needed Hhile you were staying Hith T'Yana. 
very reHarding, but a little ... concentrated:" 
"I Hould be pleased to show you my Horld," Spock said. "I have often told 
you of its pleasures." 
"If you could tell me hOH to keep cool in it, it Hould be more to the point," 
McCoy groHled. "But since I'm here and can't get aHay, make the most of me 
Hhile you've got me." 
"you'd really like to look around?" Kirk said, pleased. 
"I'd really like to look ar·.:··1.1.1d," McCoy said patiently. ''You ("c 't have to 
believe all I've said in the past, you lenoH." 
'11;10 IenOH." They spoke simultaneously. 
McCoy looked at them suspiciously. "Are you sure the link is broken again? 
I'm beginning to find you both a bit unnerving:" ----
Kirk began to laugh. NCCOY jerked round to glare at Spock. "Oh, that's all 
right," he said Hith relief. "For one aHful moment, I thought I Has going to 
see a Vulcan get the giggles:" 
Kirk controlled his laughter. - Spock. -
-yes? -
- JOy, flooding. Is there anything you Hant to do? -
- Share the time Hith you and with our friend Dr. NcCoy. -
- Good. We'll share your Horld Hith you until it's time to leave. -
- Pleasure. - The minds slipped apart again. 
"That's settled then," Kirk said. "HoH about taking him to Vulcan's Forge" 
Spook?" 
"AS long as you bring an ice-pack," McCoy agreed, "I'd like to see the p12',::e." 
In spite of the inescapable physical discomfort, NcCoy admitted the beauty 
of the planet. 
"It's easy to seo Hhy gardens moan to much to you," he oommented, his eyes 
on the deep reds and yellows of the desert. "I'll bet even the sight of a drop 
of green blood is Helcome after ,all this." He sat dovln to ease his aching feet 
in the shade of a rock. "Ne, if you tHO Hant to kill yourselves Handering 
around in this heat, go ahead and do it. I'll Hait here for you." 
He Hatched the tHO friends leave. Darn it, the SWl Has making his eyes 
Hater again: He closed them. His mind Handered back over the strains of the 
last few days. Over now. Maybe he could stop worrying about those tHO at last -
Hell - till the next time they did something damn stupid, anyHay. He couldn't 
believe trouble Houldn't folloH the pair of them as remorselessly as it had in 
the past. NO, that Has unfair. Trouble didn't follow them, they threH themselves 
headlong into it: But Whatever they did, from nOH on they Hould do it togeth~. 
There Hould be no more separations for them, even if they Here physically parted. 
He Hondered if Kirk had yet realised just hOH easily, and over Hhat distances, he 
Has going to be able to reach Spock'S mind. If he'd been able to make Spock 
hear his urgent need over the light years betHeen Earth and Vulcan before this ••• 
parted and yet never parted, 'wer and alHays tOUChing and touched. 
LUCky devils: 
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... Spock! -
- yes? -
- Sleep well. -
- you too, t'hy'la. -
In their sepaxate rooms, tvlO faces smiled. in the daxkness. 
They sat with the council once more, and T'Pau lifted her hand. for silence. 
''VIe have deliberated. VUlcans will not be forbidden to enter staxfleet. 
your axguments were convincing, Captain Kirk, even without the praotical demon-
stration of the peaceful uses of your power. Vulcan thanks you for that also." 
She lifted a lean finger, motioning sarek fOJ;'Vlaxd to speak. 
"Captain Kirk, Vulcan is honoured by your acceptance of our ideals anel 
beliefs. The bonding you have achieved with Commander Spock dsmonstrates to us 
all that Human and Vulcan may live to understand each other. Please, step 
forward. It 
puzzled, Kirk rOSG and went to him. A chain was placed over his head. 
"you reminded us of our IDIC," T 'Pau said. "Please Vleax it as a maxk of our 
respect and gratitude." 
"Vulcan honours me greatly. I thank you." He gave the Vulcan salute and 
stepped back to his chair, taken aback by his inwaxd emotional response but 
covering it Vlell. He was still in a daze Vlhen the soosion was over, but recovered 
himself enough to receive the formal congratulations and thanks ~,.f the assembled 
Vulcans. He was not helped. by McCOy's muttered comment to Spock. 
"Why don'te-lhey just sing 'For he's a jolly good fellow' and then we could 
all go home?" 
Last in the line was T'Pau herself. He straightened his shoulders just a 
little bit more. She looked from him to NCCoy. 
"you axe welc'_.me on Vulcan, Captain, J)octor." They bowed.. "It ,Iould seem 
you have many waJs to cheat d.eath, you Humans. Live long and prosper." 
She swept regally out. 
+++++ 
Typically, there was scant time to draw breath on rejoining the Enterprise, 
vlith flurried and vague orders coming in from Staxfleet, sending them out to a 
planet on the Rim, newly contacted by the Federation. 
"AS fast a passage as possible," the orders said, and that meant everyone 
enduring a good deal of tight-lipped, shc:::-t temper from Chief Engineer Scott 
While the massive powers of the newly overhauled warp engines maintained danger-
ously high speeds for a protracted'period. 
''Vlhy all the gosh-daxned hurry?" ~jcCoy growled bad-temperer;lly over coffee in 
the rec room. "Does Staxfleet never take the effect on my nerves into account?" 
"I shouldn't think so," Kirk said. hard-heartedly. 
'~lell, why axe Vie in such a hurry? Did someene leave his li1:n:?axy book 
behind' there?" -
Kirk suppresse>d a smile. "I don't know why we're taking you along, BOnes. 
Staxfleet wants someone capable of tact and diplomacy on this trip! Appaxently 
Penthyrica has a lot to offer in. the way of music and the visual arts ••• and 
dilithium. But ·their social structure is complicated and Starfleet are not sure 
that their preliminary surveys have all the answers. So jt's 'softlee, softlee, 
catchoe monkey'. I 8lll to ofter 'anY reasonable concessions' and to make myself 
responsible for axranging mining rights." 
"That's what you get for doing a desk job for three years. I told you all 
along it was a mistake." McCoy grinnGd. 
"Nothing is worse than a friend 1;ho Sf-i'S, 'I::.told you so'." Kirk got up. "I 
know I've given you enough opportunity recently but I'd be grateful if you'd lay 
off. n < 
''Point taken." . lIlcCoy got up and went out with him. ''1lhere's SPack this 
evening?" 
"~Ie're going to have a game of chess later.' Right this minute, he's in the 
lower records section." 
"HOW do you know ... ?" NcCoy broke off. "I'll get used to it, Jim - one day." 
"Before I do, I expect. We've got a lot of work to put in before I Shall bG 
really used to this. For one thing I've got to learn to shield my own mind ••• 
for his sake." He winked. "I think a lot of thingS a respectable Vulcan doesn't 
want to get mixed up with." 
MCCoy laughed. ''Why play chess with him yet, though? It isn't going to be 
much of a game if he knows every thought." 
''Spock thinks my competitive nature will help me to learn to block more 
quickly ... or in other words," his grin widened, "I'm a bad loser:" 
He watched NCCoy go off laughing, and vlent into his quarters to set the chess 
board ready. He'd always had an old-fashioned preference for the reality of the 
tri-dimensional board (ver the dia.:,'Tammatic representation of the computer term-
inal. He enjoyed handling the pieces. It was a double pleasure to prepare them 
nOH; until Spock's return to the Enterprise, he had not played chess since the 
end of their first five-year mission. HOW long ago that seemed now, and how 
unimportant the hurts. No matter what distances separated them in the future, 
they would always be in contact, part of each other's thoughts. He sat down and 
concentrated. . 
- Spock?,-
- I have almost compl~ted my duties here, Jim. -
- l,here are you? -
- In the chem lab. -
- Good, I'm getting better. I got through to you straight alwy. -
- You make me sound like an intercom outlet. - Teasing. 
Kirk allowed his laughter to be heard. and then concentrated hOl.:::'d on re-erect-
ing the shield he had set up earlier with Spock's help. This wasn't going to be 
easy, but it was great fun practising the required techniques. For Spock's sake 
he had to learn them as quickly as possible; he'd already received a few quizz-
ical looks from him over some of the more unguarded things he'd let slip. Only 
this morning after beaming back aboard, when he'd caught sight of that up-ended 
Ensign collecting the scattered tqpes for instance. He gave a sigh,. regretting 
the days of the short •. skirted uniform so many of the vlOmen had hated, Hith 
justification too' if hl.S ovm thoughts had often been anything to go by. 
- Sometimes, Jim, I Honder how Human males evw: manage to get any work done 
at all. -
- Eavesdropper! - Kirk was laughing. - I waS trying to shield them. -
- If you want to have any chance of winning another chess game you will have 
to do bettw: than that. -
- Kladistidth! -
This time it waSSpock's shields that went up in mock outrage at the earthy 
Klingon insult. Kirk tried again, closing his eyes the better to concentrate, 
turning his perception inwards and visualising a physical, metal screen rolling 
down over h.is mind. For the moment it Has easier to ~lOrk with symbolsl in time 
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the response would be automatic, like drawing. your hand away from a flame. 
Spock arrived a few seconds later and they settled down to a companionable 
game. Kirk made his first few moves in complete silence, concentrating on 
maintaining his shields, barely looking up at all. Spock watched hlirr, allowing 
a tiny smile to touch his eyes. It was always pleasing to watch Kirk, and 
since he had taken to'ftudying his expressive face closely it'was surprising how 
easy .it was to gauge his mood. He was maintaining the shield well tonight, 
surprisingly well ••• no, not surprisingl when had he ever known Kirk to fail at 
something he was determined on? Still, it was tlirre he provided a little extra 
testing now that his blocks were well in place. Distraction was the first 
requirement and he had an excellent idea to employ. If a VUlcan could ever be 
s.aid to be smiling evilly, Spock lfas doing it now. 
"Ensign Pritchard is considered to be an attractive Human female, is ,she 
not, Jlirr?" 
"Huh?" Kirk recalled that trlirr shape with pleasure. "You could say that, 
yes. H!W do you ask?" 
Spock moved his queen. ''Slirrple curiosity. I am endeavouring to see prec-
isely what it is that attracts you to certain women and not to others." 
"Come off it." Kirk eyed hlirr knowingly. "I've seen you not exactly indiff-
erent to some Homen. What attracts you?" He made his move. 
"The quality of their minds," Spock said blandly and untruthfully, sending 
out a tentative tendril of thought. '~hat else should attract one person to 
another?" 
"Genetic compatibility," Kirk said equally blandly. "There is no other 
logical criterion, surely?" 
"But if two females possess equal genetic compatibility - " Spack moved his 
bishop, aHare now of Kirk's inten.tions, " - what do you do?" 
"Take 'em both:" Kirk broke up at the pained look he received, and laughed 
until he cried. ,~, ell, you did ask:" He brushed a hand over the moisture on 
his lids, stared at the upper level of the chess board and then over at Spock. 
"you read my mind," he said accusingly. 
"Quite openly," Spock assured hlirr. "Checkmate in three moves, I believe." 
Kirk groaned. "I call that taking an unfair advantage, setting me off ,. 
thinking about Ensign Pritchard." He deliberately let his memory linger over 
her and felt Spock withdraw abruptly. "I'm sorry." Kirk Has instantly repent-
ent. "That was an unfair thing to do to you." 
"You do find her attractive, do you not?" Spock was fr01ming a little. 
''Something is bothering you," Kirk said softly. "Look, even if she vias some-
one I could take an interest in I wouldn't While I still can't block you out 
properly. It Houldn't be fair either to you or the girl." There was a moment's 
pause and then Spock looked up, but his mind was stillwell-shielded. "Spock, 
you're hiding something from me, please don't. I;e're bonded becat:Ele we belong 
together,'l;e shouldn't hide thinge from each other. Tell me what it is. Let 
me share. 1t 
''Somotimes you are too perceptive, Jlirr." Spook was not quite comfortable. 
"I am a. little bothered about the Order concerning non-fraternisation between 
ranks. " 
"If you're bothered, what do you think I am?" Kirk grinned. "NO, you mean 
it, don't you? Spack, don't you know I never tangle with crew? Nor do any of 
my senior officers. I suppose I've never had occasion to drop a quiet word in 
~our ear. on the subject, otherwise you'd have known that that General Order is 
ep strictly on board the Enterprise. Anything else js simply not fair." 
Spock frowned. "But you can allow lOurs elf to think of Ensign Pritchard." 
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"There are no Thought F¢lioe on board Federation ships," Kirk laughod. "It's 
Quite natural to look and to wonder. One doesn't have to let it go any furtho~. 
Now on shore leave ••• " He paused suggestively. "That's a whole new ball game." 
"I see." Spock looked directly across at him. "YoU have given me much tc 
think about, Jim. It seoms that Humans aro not Quite so much at the mercy of 
their, emotions as I had previously thought." 
"We do havo ·controls and blocks," Kirk agroed. "Social taboos and inhibit-
ions. Vie don't approach the problem logically like you Vulcans, but we are 
aware that unconfined license leads to chaos." 
Spock opened his mouth to reply, to be interrupted by the insistent buzz of 
the intercom. Kirk leaned over to it. "Kirk here." 
"Accident in Sickbay, sir," Uhura said. "Ilt'. McCoy has been injured. Your 
presence is reQuested." 
Kirk felt the abrupt upsurge of concern from Spack's mind combine with and 
Gtlhance his own jolt of fear, but had no time to assimilate the experience. 
"I'm on my way. Kirk out." 
He shot the briefest of reassuring looks at Speck as they half ran to the 
lift. Once inside he started them on their way and looked over at his friend. 
Spock appeared as cool and as unruffled as ever, but these surging wa¥es of 
Horry were still there, incompletely blocked. 
"Strong emotion is hard to control, isn't it?" he asked tentatively, Honder- . 
ing ho!" he was going to be able to prevent Spock from picking up more than either 
of them would like next time he Has on shore leave. 
One flaring eyebroH lifted in mild surprise. "I was not really trying to 
shield my mind, Jim. You said yourself earlier on this evening that we bonded 
be0ause we belong. 'fhere is no reason why you should not learn of my very 
strong affeotion for Dr. McCoy." 
Kirk shook his head, smiling. ''You are a fraud, Spock. Just a sentimental-
ist at heart." 
Christine Chapel met them at the door into Sickbay. "He's all right," she 
said thankfully. 
"\vhat happened? I thought he'd gone to bed?" 
"One of the c:reH had a minor accident in the gym and the bone-setting laser 
Dr. /lIcCoy was using vIas faulty. We were ai:::aid at first that it had permanently 
damaged his hand. That's Hhy I sent for you ••• He thought it Hould be better if 
you were here when we broke it to him, but he's been lucky. It missed the 
tendons completely." 
''You look quite pale, Doctor. It must have been a nasty moment," Kirk said 
sympathetically. "Can He go in and see him?" 
"Yes. Go right ahead. Dr. /lI'Benga's finishE.>d patching him uP." 
They Halked into Sickbay to find a disgruntled }lcCoy lying back Hith a heavily 
bandaged hand. '~hen I find out who tested that instrument I'll have hllfi 
demoted to tea,..-boy," he growled. 
"I'm glad it ~lasn't serious," Kirk said softly. '''You Hero lucky, BOnes." 
"Dam' lucky," ~lcCoy agreed. "Hi, Spook. Come to glo[lt?" 
"Gloat?" Spock sounded shocked. "your accident Has nClt due to your OHn 
carelessness t surely? n . 
/lIcCoy oame bolt upright. "I'll have you knOH I'm never oaroless, you VUlcan 
machine, you." 
- You seo. He is brighter already, Jim. -
Kirk could not keep from laughing at the teasing mind-voice, so at variance 
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with the outward formality. McCoy looked from one to the other. 
"Is this a private joke or can 
Kirk shook his head, laughing. 
teased. 
anyone join?" 
"you certainly perked up a lot then," he 
,.,,/ ell, he gets under my ekin," McCOy complained, 
"To a very precise depth, n Kirk agreed happily. 
the night?" 
lying back down again. 
"Thi~ you 'II live through 
"I guess so." ~lcCoy closed his eyes and listened to his friends' footsteps 
as they went to the door. He opened one eye ,again, watching them both affection-
ately. Just as the door opened ahead of Kirk he said suddenly, "Who won the 
chess?" 
Kirk looked over his shoulder. "He did. Took a most unfair advantage of 
me." 
McCoy shut his eyes again. ''More pOl'rer to your elbow, Spock," he said sleep-
ily as the doors swished shut. 
They spent a good deal of the hourney to the Rim in practising the nel; skills 
both of them had to learn to apply to make the bond workable. Kirk found himself 
intetlElely grateful that he was no natural telepath. It was one thing to share 
your thoughts with someone you trusted as doeply as he trusted Spock, but the idea 
of trying to cope with the outpourings of many minds was quito horrifying. Small 
wonder Miranda Jones had spent so many years on VUlcan perfecting the mental tech-
niques that had kept her sane. Small wonder also that the touch-telepathic Vul-
cans avoided physical contact whenever possible. It was only now they had grown 
so close that he could appreciate the tolerance Spock had ShOliD him over the 
years, and he could see why hi~ innate sensuality had driven Spock away, unable 
to understand or come to terms with a nature so different from his own. And yet 
in spite of that tremendOUS difference Spock had returned to him, ready to risk 
everything he had achieved in his desperate search for an answer. They needed 
each other, there was no denying or igqoring it, and now that the bond was made 
it was an ever-present joy, a constant relief from loneliness. 
Oddly enough, as the days went by, they made less direct contact rather than 
more. It was as if the knowledge that they were no longer alone was s4fficient. 
It became easiaJ:' hour by hour for Kirk to shield also, cumUlating in the day that 
he trapped a finger painfully in a desk drawer and hold up the abused appendage 
triumphantly late that evening in the privacy of his quarters. 
"And you never felt a thing," he crowed. 
"Indeed not." Spock inspectud the injury. "That must have been quite pain-
ful. lIXe you sure it is not broken?" 
")\lother hen." Kirk waggled the finger scathingly. "Of course it isn't." 
"No, I believe it is not," Spock conceded. '~1 ell donEi', Jim. The process has 
become automatic now, and 'provided you do not start to be careless you should 
have no more trouble." 
,"you mean :'(OU shouldn't. Don't think I don't appreciate how tough it's been 
for you over the last few weeks. You must be glarl to be free of me. to 
- NEVEU say that. - The words caine explosively through the bond. Kirk 
looked up in surprise. spack's eyes slid away from his. "I apologise, It he said 
stiffly. 
- Hey, it's me, remember? -
- Bow could I forget? You have allfayS dral1n an unexpected response from me. -
- I'm not sorry. I can't be. This all means so much. -
Their minds slid apart again. So much could be said ,within the bond that 
would never be spoken aloud, Kirk thought. It meant a lot to him to be able t.o 
express lIhat he really felt to Spock and Imow that he lias understood. He set 
up the chess board. 
"Tonight a really fair game," he said firmly. 
Spock hid his smile and helped set up the pieces. "you may well still lose!" 
But he didn't. 
The passage to Penthyrica was completed without further incident worthy of 
note and the Enterprise slid into orbit to make radio contact with the authorities 
who seemed to b,:' a1'laiting them with impatience. 
''ile Here given to understand that your Federation ships were capable of great 
speeds," the Basilea said loftily. 
"And we have used these speeds to the full in our journey here," Kirk 
replied politely, adding privately to Spock, - Ii ow , get an eyeful of ~: -
She was very beautiful, and scantily clad, and... Kirk closed his thoughts 
dmIn hurriedly l1ith a brief apology directed at Spock. His bond-brother could 
only Honder yet again at the Human capacity to function on two levels simultan-
eously and eyed his Captain l1ith a neH respect. 
The rest of the bridge crew, male section, were frankly goggling, and the 
female contingent were taking careful note of every expert wiggle and pout. 
Never undor-estimate the opposition Has one of the soundest maxims Kirk had 
ever employed, and he was not about to underestimate this woman simply because 
of her distinctly sexpot appearance. He exohanged oourtesies blandly, exta~ded 
the goodwill of the Federation, and en~uir€{l hOH soon he and his team could 
beam dovln. 
"TEt,m? Oh no," she said huskily. 
with the highest among you. you will 
reoei ve you in an hour." 
'~j e oannot accept a team. We only deal 
beam dOHn alone, Captain Kirk. \1 e will 
She made a lazy movement with one finger and the screen went dark. 
'rw ell, that's one way to avoid argument," Kirk refleoted. "Oooervations, 
gentlemen? Allel if anyone says 'Lucky you'. f'll put him out of an airlock in. 
his underwear." 
Sulu and Chekov exchanged expressive grins. 
"\1ell, I don't like it." Prediotably, that was r1oCoy. "Remember Gideon, 
Jim. It 
"The situations are not preoisely parallel," (irk began. 
"No, you'd be right off guard with her around," iVlcCoy said pointedly. "I 
don't intend any disrespeot, captain.' r-gtiess even the monks of Labish IV Hould 
start dropping their beads if she Halked in." 
"The information He have on Penthy-.cica is slight ," Spook said. "The original 
survey team oomplained that social mores Here unpredictable and easily offended 
ag~inst. One man alone runs loss risk of offending." 
"\1e (lon't have an option there," Kirk reminded thom. "Either I go alone or 
not at all. That's not the point at issue. I go, and I go alone. )jhat I want 
are any ••• oooervations anyone has to make, any tiny point the rest of us may 
have missed. It 
''She Hasn't alone." Uhura said slowly. '''TbGre was someone else in the room 
vrith her." ' 
Kirk swung his ohair to look at her. "HOW do you Imovr?" 
''She kept smiling at him." 
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"How do you !mow it was a. man?" 
Uhura's eyes held /l, distinct twinkle. ''flell, I sure don't smile at another 
woman quite like that!" 
Kirk drummed a finger on the arm of his chair. "I ••• Uri'.· •• must admit I 
thought she was smiling at me," he said casually. 
However, Uhura aas certain enough for them to replay the Basilea's invitation. 
Once you Here 10ll>ldng for it, it Has obvious Uhura aas right. There had been 
someone else there, out of vision, and that someone had be on at the receiving 
end of several delectably inviting glances. 
"Interesting," Kirk nodded, "but it could mean nothing at all, Could just 
be the boyfriend," 
"Or her husband," Spock said drily. 
- Spoil-sport: - Kirk got to his feet. "\Vell, I'll let you all ](nOH when 
I get back. Sulu, you have the con." 
Spock accompanied him into the turbolift. Once the 
observed dispassionately, "I can of course monitor you, 
bond is strong enough for ship to shore contact by nO~l, 
not entirely sanguine as to your safety," 
doors Here 
Jim. I am 
but I must 
closed, he 
confident our 
admit I am 
Kirk lifted an eyebroH at him. "A hunch, Spack? That's not like you." 
"No." Spack admitted it freely. "I can see no logical cause for oonoern, 
but I Hould ask you to be on your guard." 
"This is why He've bonded after all," Kirk said softly. 
occasions like this from getting to us. Possibly He didn't 
test it quite so soon, but ••• " He shrugged expr€ssively. 
"you have the easier role," Spock said. abruptly. 
"To help prevent 
expect to have to 
Kirk eyed him Hith compassion. "I !mow. waiting is never easy." 
Kirk Haved back to yet another Having group and slid his hand arrestingly 
over his companion's Handering one. close to, the blonde and busty Basilea Has 
more alluring, more over-poHeringly feminine than ever, and this time the como" 
hitherish look in her eye Has undoubtedly for him. It gave him a distinct sense 
of unease - that prickle at the nape of his neck that ~ounded its enigmatic 
Harning of clanger. But eVen if the alarm-bells were not beginning to sound in 
his head, he could hardly get that friendly in an open carriage in full vieH of 
tho local inhabitants. He gripped hex hand firmly, stilling its errant path, 
and looked around him .;ith interest. 
The architecture Has stunningly beautiful - both in its symmetry and its 
deep green stone'fOrk. Every Hall Has richly carved Hith abstract designs that 
led the eye on and up to the impossibly high, unthinkably slender tOHers. He'd 
never seen a city that looked so ••• organic, more like a groHing crystal than a 
created collection of dwellings. 
- you'd like this place, Spock. It's unbelievably lovely. Like a jeHel. -
- Indeed? And the inhabitants? -
- Beautiful too. - TeaSing. - you've seen one,· multiply her by a thousand, 
that'll give you some idea: -
He turned his head to see the enticing mauve eyes with their smoky grey 
lashes gazing deeply into his OHn. He exerted every bit of control he had, 
smiled back charmingly and said, - Spock, I'm raiSing my shields. Don't contact 
me unless it's really urgent, and no, it isn't Hhat you're thinking. -
- I never indulge in commonplace thoughts, - Spocksaid loftily, and caught 
the silver ripple of laughter as Kirk firmly shut him out. 
His captain meam;hile Has alighting from the carriage and holding up a 
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courteous hane!. to assirtt the Basilea to alight. Attendants bowed on aJ.l sides, 
clear-toned music broke out in greeting and they walked up the shaJ.low stops to 
the ex~uisitely decorated doorway of the most ornate building he had yet seen. 
Inside it was just as breath-taking; comparable to any wonder of the known 
Galaxy, holding its own against the Palace of Enchantment of Alpha Canis 
Minoris IV, and Alcazar of Eta Ophiuchi III or the Chateau of the Oligarch on 
Epsilon Argus VIII. 
By the time he'd been led to one of a pair of softly covered cc,uches and 
been tempted with refreshment, wine, fruit, sweetmeats of all kinds, by a line 
of butterfly-dressed women who would have made any houri look like a man, Kirk 
felt his head beginning to reel and wqndered if, old age was creeping up on him 
faster than 'he'd feared. He pulled his failing senses together and began to 
discuss diplomatic affairs, mineral rights, cultural exchanges, one part of his 
mind Horking vrith practised efficiency while the other part acted like a small 
boy let loose in a sweet enop. To his relief the Basilea seemed prepared to be 
completely co-operative, discussing reciprocal agre~ents and official treaties 
with interest and intelligence, but the seductive movements and fluttering eye-
lashes never abandoned their enticing appeals for his attention throughout the 
most serious discussions, and the prickle at the back of his neck was piercing 
more sharply all the time. 
"I am sure we shall be able to come to the most satisfactory agreements," 
she cooed at last, riSing from her langourous pose and beckoning to the Homen, 
"but now I should like you to meet some more of my people." 
Kirk had a polite word and a charming smile for thEllll all. Even the malos on 
this planet were superlatives. Bigger, broader, huskier, devastatingly good-
looking ••• they reminded Kirk vividly of tho superb physical specimens that hacl 
guarded Elaan. One in particular was greeted Vlith great affection by the Basilea 
and made to sit beside her while she faHned upon him as she had earlier done upon 
Kirk and at the same time continued her business-like and efficient introductions 
of her exclusively female ministers. 
He had time to talk to many of thEllll, and found them all to be e'l.ually as easy 
to talk to, as knowledgeable and as professional as their leader ••• and e'l.ually 
sexy. He lias almost glad that he had to hold his baser instincts on a tight rein 
for Spack's sake, or he might have droHned in such a fN',Ill:in(! sea of feminine 
pulchritude. As it was he brushed through the evening with reasonable aplomb 
and was able to make reassuring and unreserved contact with spock once he Has 
alone in the luxury and comfort of the sleeping apartment assigned to him. 
-, you could sleep the Vlhole of the Soience Section in here with room to spare, -
he told Spack as he splashed lazily in the small pool at one and of the room. 
~ Indeed. Would it be desirable to do so? -
- I HoulcL~·t mind having you hore to hold my hand, - he toased. - This 
place gets to you, like nething I've ever seen befere. "-
He Has tempted to lock his door, his uneasiness persisting, but he laughed 
himself out of the idea, climbed into the bed that morG nearly resembled a eush-
ioned tennis court, and composed himself fer sleep. 
HG'd had the ability to slGep almost at Hill since midsh:ipman days, and 
always slept lightly, waking at any unexpected sound. He came aHake sharply, 
aVlare of movement and loeked round the softly moonlit room with Vlary eyes. He 
gave a soundless sigh of resignation. Why had he had that uncomfortable feeling 
that the Homen weren't going te leave him alone? He waited until she crune clese 
and then grabbed at her, helding one hand over her mouth to stop her screams. 
He could see little of her face in the dimnoss, so he dragged her over to the 
tablo vlhore a lamp Has set, and lighted. it. 
Typically, she Has beautiful, dark-haired, yelloVl-eyc'<i, petite and delicate. 
'~I ell?" He used hi!" cemmand voice and eye. 
She rubbed her abused arms and said plaintively, "It is not Hell done to 
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treat tho Basilea so oavalierly." 
"I lfaSn't aware I had," Kirk said oynically. "Surely everyone here knOlfO 
I have met the Basilea and /l"ffi therefore well acquainted Hith the way she leeks. 
She is blonde, yeu are dark; sho is tall, you aro short; sho is ... uh ... full-
figurGd, you aro tiny ... do I noed to go on?" 
"But I am the Basilea," sho protested, "and I have come to keep you company 
tonight if you wish it." She hipped a couple of steps closer. 
He took a hasty step backwards. "Oh no you don't," he said firmly. "I 
have no need of company tonight or any other night, and you will get out of my 
room and go try your tricks on someone else. They won't work with me. You're 
a very pretty girl, but you're just not my type. Now run along, there's a dear." 
AS she showed no sign of going, merely stood there pouting sultrily, he took 
her hand to lead her to the door and immediately found his arms full of sweet-
smelling lwman. It was tempting, certainly it Has tempting, and he was grinning 
to himself as he picked her up. By the expression on her face she clearly thought 
!lh,'d won and she peered at him under her lashes as ho carried her across the 
room. He deposited her beside the door, opened it, firmly lifted her out through 
it and said, "Goodnight. Sleep well," most politely, shut the door carefully, 
looked it this time and lfent back to bed. 
He Hoke next morning with a clear head and a most pleasant feeling of self-
righteousness. Smug was possibly the only applicable word, Spock told him as he 
bathed and dressed and chatted companionably to his bond-brother. 
- I wonder lfhy she made such an Obviously disprovable claim? - Spock said. 
perhaps she fancied me. - Kirk tried not to laugh. 
- Perhaps. - Spock replied seriously. 
- Go flannel someone else. - Kirk laughed. - I'm going to face the blonde 
bombshell again. -
But he wasn't. This morning the Basilea was small, dark, petite and 
unquestionably his night-t~ne visitOr. 
He stared rotmd wildly. She Has wearing the Basilea's unmistakable head-
dress, she was sitting - or rather, lour,ging - on the Basilea's couch in front 
of a 10H table piled high with food, the vlomen Here bOHing and acting just as 
they had done last uight, only to the wrong woman. He blinked at her uncompreh-
endingly and sat on his couch Hith something of a thump while he tried to work 
it .out. The tiny, dark-haired Homan greeted him with warmth, no obvious anira-
QElity, an apology for beginning to discuss business so early in the day, ancl a 
request for clarification of a point he had been discussing the day before with 
the blonde Homan. 
He shot another sHiJ:t look round the room. Everyone Has acting as though 
nothing unt01fard had occurred. so he gave a mental shrug and Hent along with 
it without argument. This woman had obviously been very Hell briefed by her ... 
predecessor? •• and spoke of every matter Hith knoHledgeable ease. 
His second. shock of the morning arrived Hith a bowl of warm, perfumed Hater 
for Hashing his hands and a soft tOHel for drying them. Blonde, busty, mauve 
eyes Hith smoky-grey lashes... He greeted her Harmly. The extraordinary eyes 
lifted to his Hithout a sign of recognition. 
- She 100I,ed totally blank, - he explained to Spock at the first opportunity 
he had for conversation. - The dark-haired one behaved in every way as though 
it Has she I'll talked to yesterday, and the blonde female looked straight 
through me. - . 
- The original contact team reported the inhabitants to be unpredictable over 
vrhether they kneH you or not, - Spock said,' - Their report does not suggest any 
such occurrence as you have observed, however. Have you noticed anything else 
strange? -
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- All the officials are women, but yet it dOGsn't seem like a matriarchy, -
Kirk told him. - ThemaleB are ... very, very mal.;;, I can't put it better than 
that, ancc the women flutter round them like moths round a light. Mind you, 
they do that to me, too. -
- I have observed that phenomenon before, - Spock told him dispassionately. 
- I'm being terrib1y'good, - Kirk said demurely. 
- I have also observed ~ ph€tlomenonl - Spock sounded faintly surprised. 
Kirk ignored the innuendo. - I've got to go, there's a harem of attendants 
waiting to take me for a drive around the countryside. -
He broke the contact, smiling, and went out to the waiting carriage. 
This Basilea's hands were fully as wandering as her blonde sister's had been, 
and he occupied hiffiBe1f betlfeen enjoying the scenery and fending off her almost 
blatant advances. It was disconcerting to say the 1east,for she continued to 
discuss political matters with him as though her mind and her body w0rll:ed on two 
different leVEls. 
tven if I tried to kiss her she'd still be spouting facts and figures at me, 
he thought clazecUy as he attempted to keep his mind on his assigned work and her 
hands off him. He distracted her by asking about the l)eop1e they saw ylOrking in 
the fields, broy/D clad, rather dull looking compared to the people he'd seen up 
to now, and he suspected, very much smaller in size. 
"They are workers," she told him. 
'~vorkers? Some class distinction?" 
"Yes. \<Je have them at the Basilica. I will shoW you." 
A sudden suspicion struck him. "Are they slaves?" 
''Slaves?'' She did not understaml the concept. "No, we do not own them," 
she said, laughing, when he'd explained. "Thcy do what they are born to do." 
Genetic manipulation? That soundeCl even worse. He passed the information 
on to Spock and kept his mind open to the Vulcan when he went to see the workers 
of the Basilica on his return there. 
They were even drabber close up than they hacl seemed from a distance, dull 
brown hair, eyes and skin; mouths shut like little traps, close-pressed. They 
kept busily on Hith the household tasks in the 10yler regions and none of them 
would speak in reply to any of his ~uestions. 
The Basilea laughed merrily at him. '," .'rL:rs do not speak, they listen and 
they lfork," She told him. 
He eyed the people olosely, not sure even lfhich were male and lfhich female, 
or lfhether they were all the sa.me sex. There lfas only one way to find out. 
She laughed again at his ~uestion. "They ,are Horkers. Not male or female." 
"Not male or ... you mean neuters?" He'd met other races where this was the 
caae, but it ylas a surprise all the· same. At a rough estima.te the workers out-
numbered the rest by five to une. HOlf on earth did they maintain their 
population levels? 
He disouss()(l the new discovery lfith Spuck lfhile he bathed and prepared for 
the evening meal. 
Interesting, - Spock comments>d. 
- Are you beginning to have some ideas? -
- One. A rather remote possibility, hOlfever. I lfould like to do sume further 
checking before I make any suggestion to you. It lfill not do to mislead you in 
any lfay. -
- Fair enough. - Kirk wrapped a rnassi ve tOlfel round himself. - You knOH, I 
could get to like this life. -
- If what I suspect is true, I doubt it. - Spock said drily, but refused to 
elaborate further. 
Kirk accompanied the Basilea to the dinner table, full of good intentions 
and thoroughly in control. He neither ate too much, drank too much, not 
alloNed his c~.mpanion to distract him too much. Indeed, since they Nere 'on the 
verge of a most satisfactory settlement, this was not the time to relax his 
guard. He accepted a second glass of Nine and politely drank to the Basilea. 
She fluttered a practised eyelash at h~n and drank her ONn glass off in one 
gulp. politely, he folloNed her. example. 
The room began to away, mist, dissolve and he fell back on to the cushioned 
couch,as darkness thundered over him. 
"v,)hat do you mean, you've lost contact?" ~iCCoy hissed in a pieroing stage 
whisper. 
Spook straightened up, abandoning the sensors and indioated the turbo .. lift 
Nith a tiny jerk of his head. It made an excellent spot for discussions that 
should not be overheard by the rest of the bridge creN. 
"I'm sorry," MoCoy apologised. "They'll all find out sooner or later, you 
know." 
'~Je both Hish to grOH a little more accustomed to it ourselves before He 
make any rumouncement," Spock said calmly. "vie are Hell aHare of the illogic-
ali ty of concealment." 
"stop changing the subjeot. ~ihat do you mean, you've lost contact?" 
"Jim is unconscious. I cannot reach his mind while he is in that condition. 
If he was merely asleop I could wako him, but this is not normal sleep, it is 
a'l'tificia11y induced.. " 
"Then you should beam dOvln Hith a security team ••• " 
"Doctor, kindly do not be so ~npetuous. He has only been in this condition 
for six minutes. you are as well aVlare as I run that the rules governing 
initial contacts ••• " 
"Don't Quote rules at meZ" MCCoy roared unfairly. "This is Jim He're 
talking about, not some statistic on a page. Dammit, man, you're bonded to h~n, 
I'm not. Don't tell me he means more to me than he does to you:" 
Spock stared at him rigidly, controlling his very real anger. "Emotionalism 
will answer nothing," he said coldly and turned to go. 
McCoy grabbed his arm and SHung him back. "Spock, don't be so darn pig-
headed," he growled. "There must be something VIC can do." 
"Doctor, you arc over-reacting. If it i'1ere not for thc fact that the Ca)!-
tain and I are bondcd He Hould knoVl nothing of this for another eight hours. 
It is planet night at present and we Hould have had a standard report an hour 
ago, as Lt. Commander Uhura did, and then nothing until planet daVIn." 
"But this time He knOVl there's something Hrong," McCoy fretted. "I can't 
Hork on the way I would feel if I didn't knOH Z" 
Spock raised his cool brown eyes to the fiery blue ones. "1' am concerned 
also," he said Cj.uietly, "but I am also certain Jim would not l'lish us to rush in 
at the first inaication that all Has not quite straight-forVIard. I give you my 
word that as soon as I feel it is logically right to do so, I will interfere 
Hithout hesitation." 
And McCoy had to be content with'that for the moment. He did his va0y best 
not to let his increasing Horry shoH as the moments ticked by, forcing himself 
to take a catnap on the emergency couch in his offico, resolutely keeping his 
finger off the intercom button and his presence off the bridge, but when ho Vloko 
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from his short, unrefreshing sleep, he had to go and see what was happening. 
The Vulcan was bent over the sensors as if he had grown there, monitoring 
the one Human reading in the mass of penthyricans. NcCoy touched his shoulder 
gently and he straightened wearily, shaking his head. This time it was MCCoY 
who indicat~l the turbolift. 
"you look terrible," he said roughly. "still no news?" 
"He is still unconscious." Spock stretched slightly, moving muscles that 
had been frozen with his unblinking stare at the readouts, He controlled an 
urge to shudder. 
NcCoy saN the tension in the too-thin body. "Spock, this is being a hell 
of a strain on you," he said softly •. "Can't you do anything yet?" 
Spock took a deGP breath. "Another half hour, Doetor, and the statutory 
time will have elapsed. After that loan make all the fuss you would make 
yourself - if I wish to." 
He had anticipated the mild jeke ,/QuId reliGve ~iCCoy'S tension, but the 
doctor continued to eye him worriedly. ''What is Nrong, Dootor?" 
'~'Ihat happens to you if anything happens to Jim?" McCoy as](ed abruptly. 
Appreciating that the 'luestion was born of real concern, Spock answered it 
truthfully. "I ;Iill not want to live. I will be able to function long enough 
to get the Enterprise to safety should there be any danger, maybe even for so 
long as a year, after that ••• " He shrugged. 
"And Jim, what does he do if anything happens to you?" The pit of McCoy'S 
stomach was full of frozen 1011.(1.. 
"He is a non-telepath, the effect on him will not be so drastic. There Nill 
be ..• a deep sense of loss." 
Nceoy stared at him long and hard. "Then you'c:. better not hang about once 
that haJ.f hour's up, had you? Because I can't stand to lose both of you a 
second timel" 
Hhatever it HaS Kirk might have expected te wake up to, it was not to his 
own massive bedroom posi ti vely aHash with females. 
He lay back dizzily listening to the murmur of, feminine voices, feeling 
gentle hands soothing his brOH, opened a tentative eye and blanohed. There must 
bevthirty or forty of the women in here, only the Basilea appeared to be missing. 
Uh ••• oh: There \faS the unrnistalLiHo headdress crowning another blonde, brown-
eyed this time. He closed his eyes in disbelief. 
She ceoecl over him, putting a gentle arm under his shoulders and holding 
something cold to his lips. 'Water: He sat up, took the oup, drank thirstily 
and looked her straight in the eye. 
"And I suppose youive oome to keep me company too?" 
"If I do not pleaso you, there are others to select." She ;laved a delicate 
hand. 
He gritted his teeth. "you all seem very determined." There Has one good 
Hay to find out what this persistently seduotive behaviour indioated at least. 
He took a deep breath, sent out an apologllltic call to his bond-brother, and 
kissed her passionately. 
Aboard the Enterprise, Spock shot to his feet in amazement. 
Before the kiss was over, the other Homen Here pulling at Kirk, hauling him 
to his feet. Resigned, somehoH unsurprised, it Has all part of the now-you-
see-me-now-you-don't planet that youoould get open invitation instantly followed 
by blunt rejectj~n, Kirk followee their insistently tugging hands along the 
passages, dO;1ll stairways, into the depths of the Basilica. 
Before Spock could reply to McCoy'S uJ:gGnt \I.uestioning Uhura looked. up from 
her console. "i"ir. Spock, they're re\l.uesting your presence down on the planet." 
"Very well, Lt. Commander. hr. (lulu, you have the con." 
i"lcCoy followed him into th<!) turbolift. '~ihat happened?" 
"I made contact with a telepathic mind," Spock said succinctly. 
concerni~s this society may be about to be proved correct, though I 
means sure as yet. The contact was very brief." 
"Is Jim all right?" 
"My theory 
am by no 
"I believe so, yes. He is certainly conscious again." Spock concentrated 
briefly. "yes, physically he says he is well, but he Seems to be being taken 
prisoner. If 
"Do you knOl; where?"· 
Spock paused as the door opened. "I shall be able to find him, Doctor, do 
not worry." He ,ralked briskly into the transporter room and went to the console. 
"you have the co-ordinates, Nr. Kyle?" 
'7es. Sir, they're not the same as those the captain beruned down to. They 
seem to be deep inside some buildi~." 
Spock studied the readings and nodded. "That \;ill take me very close to 
the Captain, Doctor. Does that satisfy you?" 
"No," McCoy said shortly. "But don't let that worry you:" 
Spock materialised in a rocky chamber several metres underground, lit by 
smoking lamps that smelled sweetly, leaving a cl§)ying, sticky sensation in the 
air that clung to his skin, gumming his eyelids and drying his lips. He ignored 
the brown-clad people moving slowly about and ran the few paces to vrhere Kirk 
was being released by a group of Homen, breathing a silent sigh of relief that 
he seellled unharmed. 
- Are you all right, Jim? -
- spock: HOH did you get here? -
- I \;as invited to come. -
"Invited?" Kirk said aloud. "By Hhom?" 
"By me." The voice was richly musical. "Do come closer, both of you." 
''Vlhere are you?" Kirk looked around him. At the far end of the chanber Has 
a raised platform covGred in complex piping and machinery, ceaselessly tmded 
by the l'1Orkers. 
"Yes, you have seen me," the rich voice ohuckled. "Come closer." 
Kirk shot a look compounded of curiosity and bewilderment at Spock and led 
the vray down the rOOJI1. - Does this tie in with your ideas? -
- Affirmative. I believe this may be a hive culture. -
- A hive? - It \'IOuld explain many thingS, certainly, particularly the 
neuter Horkers and possibly the attitude of the females to the males. He paused 
at the foot of the steps to the platfo~. 
"Come up, come up. No need to be shy. He have met before, Captain - or at 
least, He have talked together." 
Kirk went up the steps, closely followed by his watchful bond-brother, 
stopped short and gaped in blank amazement. 
Housed in the tHisting pipes, constantly bathed by an opD,\J.ue, sHeet-smelling 
liquid, Has the most enormous female he had ever seen, her body swollen beyond 
credibility. Her arms, two massive balloons of flesh, and her still-lovely head, 
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were the only parts of her completely visible and he WEl,S thankful the rest of 
her was modestly hidden from view beneath the veiling fluid. 
She gave a deep, full-throated chuckle. "Not so much of a beauty, am I?" 
Kirk's irreprossible and' charming smile lit his eyes. "your face is a 
delight to behold." 
She laughed again. "you have a h0neyed tongue, captain." 
"I speak the truth," he assured her. "I presume you are the 'real' Basilea?" 
"The others ,Iere e'l.ually 'real', Captain. They spoke with my voice." 
"you a.re telepathic?" - Spack, did you know? -
- Not until you were in close physical contact with one of the young ladies, -
Spock told him discreetly. 
"Yes, but only Hithin my OHn city, or Hith another 'l.ueen. It Has purely by 
chance that I discovered your link to your First Officer. /lJr. Spock, is it not?" 
She eyed him with interest. "you are not of the same race as the captain?" 
"No. I ful1 a VUlcan." 
"And yet you are bonded?" She looked from one to the other. "you must be 
two very exceptional people to place such trust in each other." 
Kirk gave his bond-brother the tiniest of smiles then asked bluntly, ''But 
why the charade, all the nubile women? Vlhy not see me yourself straight aHay?" 
She gave vent to another enormous chucKle. "NOH .don't tell me you'd rather 
see me." 
1~1uch rather," he said honestly. 
She looked surprised. "I believe you mean it." 
"Of course I mean it." He stepped closer to the tank and smiled dOHn at 
hGr, "You and I have a lot in common. II . 
A look of strong disbelief crossed her face. "I don't taKe kinclly to 
flattery ••• " 
He shook his head. "It's no flattery. ii e Ire both leaders, He both oontrol 
complex social groups •• You are in control of this city, aren't you?" 
"very astute of you," she said admiringly. "yes, my sister 'l.ueens &'1d I 
control the cities of Penthyxica and I am the leader of all, the Basilea." 
"Then ,Ie have plenty in common," Kirk assured her. "And I have already dis-
covered Hhat a pleasure it is to do business Vlith you. But you still haven't 
ansHered my 'l.uestion. \.jhy not have me brought to you at once?" 
She studied him for a moment out of narroHed eyes and then said, ''\'/e Vlere 
pleased lllilen the first soout ship from the Federation made contact Vlith us. Our 
technologY has progrossed as far as it 11ill go Nithin the limitations of our 
society. He are eager for expansion and hoped that the crystalS that seemed so 
important to your Federation might alloH us to trade Vlith you. I'i e Vlere impressed 
by the fact that although'your greater Vleaponry Vlould have enabled you to take 
Nhat you Vlanted,. you did not do so but Vlere Vlilling to negotiate fairly. But," 
she paused, her face breaking into laugh lines again, "the first contact VIas a 
little upsetting to the hive stability, captain. The young queens were stimul-
ated ahead of their time Vlith unfortunate results. ~le kneN it VIas done unHitt-
ingly, but VIe ldshed to see that it did not occur again. yOu could say you Nere 
on trial, Captain. 
Kirk felt himself groN hot Hith 0...mbarrassment and cold Hith panic. He could 
so easily haveblunclerecl irreparably. He had to tell her I it Vlasn't fair to 
let her think otherVlise. 
"I might have failed your test if it hadn't been for Spack," he said honestly, 
Vlondering if he Vias scarlet all the Nay daVIn to his feet. "Vulcans are ••• 
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diffe:roil:~ nom Humans, react differently. Being his bono-IT,other has its 
disadvantC{~8s. It 
Her Harm laughter filled the room. "Yes, I can begin to see that it might." 
One massive finger Hagged at him a little roguishly. "NOH I like you very much, 
but you may be just the sort of trouble Vie are trying to avoid." 
''Your young Queens are ... too seductive," Kirk said openly. "Most healthy 
Human males Vloulcl naturally be attracted to them." 
"They react to the presence of a male." Her eyes tViinklE-'<i at him. "The 
more masculine the male the greatGr the reaction. Katilestea, the girl you 
first saVl, could not have seemed so attractive, since your initial contact Vias 
by radio, if I had not ordered a young male to be placed in the room Vlith her. 
They also find you eminently attractive, I may say, or they Vlould not have given 
you the drugged Hine to drink. Esta Vias very disappointed by you the previot~ 
night: u 
"Nay I make a suggestion, Captain?" Spock said CJ.uietly. 
"I wonder if you're thinking Vlhat I'm thinking ... " Kirk Vlaited for his reply. 
"That VulC<.1.llS are most involved Hith the mining of this planet," Spock nodded. 
''Since our natures are very different from those of Humans it Vlould seem to be a 
practical solution." 
"Eminently ];It'actical,'' Kirk agreed. He gave the Basilea an audacious Hink. 
"If you're in any doubt, shut Spock up in a room full of your 10vISliest young 
Vlomen. TheY'll be quite safe from ~:" 
- Really, Jim: -
Kirk shoVied him an innocent face and lookecl quickly aHay again before he 
broke up. Seeing that the Basilea still looked doubtful he asked, - Woulcl you 
object to a mincl meld, Spack? -
Spock lo<!>ked at him doubtfully. - It Hill affect you also, Jim. -
- I clon·t mincl. -
Receiving Spack's consent he made the suggestion and the Basilea's face 
cleared. "There is no subterfuge in the joining of mincls," she saicl. "Yes, let 
us share our thoughts." 
Kirk Vlatched Spock's lean fingers go gently to the lovely face and let his 
OHn mind relax, alloViing her to 'see' as much as she Hished. The contact was 
1:o:'ief but deep and in return she permitted an eQually revealin{, study of her 
OHn mind. When contaot Has 1:o:'oken again Kirk looked at her Hith even greater 
respect. 
"That Vias a 1:o:'ave thing to do, to let us learn so much of your duties and 
responsibilities. You have placed this entire city at the mercy of our gooclHill." 
The vast shoulders heaved in a shrug. "A calculated risk. Besides ••• " Her 
smile greH again. "I like you, James Kirk." 
His lips tHitched responsively. "I told you He had a great deal in conuncn." 
He looked up at Spock. "I'm sure the Vulcans Hill be Hilling to undertake Hork-
ing Hith .such a fascinating society as this , don't you 8,f,Tee, ~Jr. Spook?" 
"They Hill be eager to do so," Spock said blandly. 
"Then He can dra\; up agreements mutually beneficial to all," Kirk said. 
'~Iith your permission, Basilea, He 'dill return tomcrroH and make the final 
arrangements. II 
She noddeCl. "I shall look forHilXd to seeing you again. I Hill call one of 
the Queens to guide you out of.here. This chamber is purposely difficult to 
find. It 
"very undGrStandable," Kirk said soberly. "Nay I take the opportunity to 
ShOH Spock a little of your beautiful city before He leave here?" 
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"I will instruct my people to let you move freely abuut and see all that 
you wish to. \, e are flattered by your interest." 
'I'hey made their farewells and followed the young <;tueen up the Hinding maze 
of passages to gTound level and .out into the ex<;tuisite main hall of the Basilica. 
"Glorious, isn't it?" Kirk smiled at the stunned appreciation in Spock's 
mind. 
"It would be a privilege to Hork among these people," Spock said openly. 
"Have you ever encountered a society like this before?" 
"Never. It is <;tuite fascinating." 
"And that Basilea. Vlhat a girl:" Kirk gave a sigh of aclmiration. ""hat 
Houlcln't I give to have met hor before her mating time." 
Spock contented himself with a raised eyebrow. 
"Oviparous?" NCCoy said curiously. "But the females are ... uh ... distinctly 
mammalian. you must have ncticed: 
"Only a very few of the females are fertile," Kirk explained. "After their 
mating time those start up new hives, or cities some1fhere else, or replace the 
old queen and start producing the eggs if she is too old. The rest becomo 
'nurses' and spond their lives suckling the young When they are hatched. They 
aren't a very long-lived species, particularly the males Hho don't survive the 
mating time. But as the <;tueens are telepathic they pass on accumulated knoHledge 
to the new <;tuoen. Otherl'lise their society l'Iould never have advanced as far as 
it has. And the <;tueens are tremendously pOHerful; they control the cities and 
take care of the inunature ox:ss.. . They control their behaviour patterns to <lome 
extent, but can't take real telepathic control of them for very long periods 
Hithout dcunaging them. That's lIhy the Basilea kept using a different l'Ioman each 
day to see' hOH I Has getting on. But if anything happens to the queen, the l'1hole 
place goes crazy. II 
"Doesn't that happen in an ant's nest too?" HcCoy said in fascination. 
"I've no idea." Kirk laUGhed. "I suppose it's possible." 
"But Hhy did. she Hant you to bewn dOl'ln alone?" HCCoy demanded.· "Giving US 
all heart· ·failure ••• " 
"Beoause she wanted to see if I could keep my hands off the young <;tueens," 
Kirk grinned. "Apparently the scout ship caused plenty of havoc, but she kneH 
it Hasn't intentional - but that's Hhy He've suggested the Vulcans take over 
the miniu,\ rights, rather than Humans. AlS()," he smirked, ''Hell, I'm the neaxest 
e<;tuivalent to a <;tueen bee around here, aren't I?" 
+++++ 
AS the Enterprise moved out of orbit a feH da,ys later Spock accompanied his 
bond-brother dOl'ln in the turbolifti 
"I'm sorry I shan't bo seeing the Basilea again," Kirk said pensively. "She 
struck me as being a Homan of sense and perception." 
Spook gave him a mock-frosty look. "Nerdy because the unfortunate lady 
succumbed to your <;tuite indecent display of charm ••• " 
Kirk grinned at him shamelessly. I~'ie're ordered to Staxh'lse 7 for R & R," 
he said softly. "It's a superb place for a ccunping holiday. Care to join me?" 
Spock's eyes softenecl at the combination oftentativo shyness and. genuine 
dosiTO for his company that he read throll:6h their bond. 
"I should be pleased to do so, Jim." 
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Kirk fow1d hLnsolf looking forward to his brief spell of shore leave with 
more antioipation than he had felt for years, and almost literally kept his 
fingers crossed in oase anything should happen to defer it. It wouldn't be the 
first itime an eagerly awaited R & R had been eancelleLI at a moment's notice. 
However this tille random factors seemed to 00 operating in their favour, and they 
beamed down to the base, each hearing the other's mental Sigh of relief. 
"Just a courtesy call to pay on the Commodore before we leave," Kirk said 
happily. "Don Parrish is an old friend. I'll meet you in the Central Hall by 
the main stairway. Go and buy yourself the gear you need and I'll jmin you in 
about fifteen minutes." 
He was greeted with great pleasure by his friend and they spent several 
minutes catching up on nows. Then Parrish gave Kirk a massive wink. "I've got 
a yOW1g lady on my staff who's been hopping up and down with exoitement ever 
since she learned the Enterprise Has due here." 
"Oh yes? Vlho's that?" 
parrish IJrossed his intercom. "you can come in now, Lt. Commander." 
The office door sHished open and Kirk fOW1d hLnself looking at a face from 
the past. "Helen: Helen Johanssen:" 
"How very taotful of you to remember me, Jim," she dimpled. 
''Remember you? HOH oould I forget?" He gave her a delighted hug. 
pa;rrish surveyed them indulgently. "I'm sure you have a lot to disouss ... 
but not in my office:" 
"I can take a hint." Kirk shook his hand. Nioe to see you again, Don." 
outside the door Helen looked hill up and dovll1. "You don't seem to have 
changed, Admiral." 
He shook his head. "Captain. That's quite good enough for me. I'm not the 
desk job sort." 
She laid a hand on his arm. "I understand you're here for a few days leave." 
"That's right." 
"I've ... uh ... got a few days le(we myself," she said demurely. Kirk bit his 
lip and eyed her pensively. 
Spook took another look around tho busy area. The neH uniforms might be 
praotioal, but it Has more diffioult to pick out the faoe you Hanted in a oroHd 
Hhen you did not have the distinguishing shirts to assist you in elillinating a 
lot of the passers by. He Has reluotant to intrude on Jim's talk Hith Commodore 
Parrish, but he had said about fifteon minutes and it was nOH precisely forty-
five. He sHung his head again, restraining a froHn. Was that him? No. He 
continued his outHardly impassive search. 
There. That was him ••• and he Has not alone •. The keen Vulcan eyesight took 
in the mature loveliness of the vlOman hOlding 'Jim's arm. in that possessive grip 
and tho open admiration in the eyes that she raised to Jim's face. He guessed 
it Hovld be most tactful if he slippE.'<i quietly aHay nOH before they saH him. 
He oould relay a message from the ship, urgent emergency Hork orequired in the 
oomputer section Hould be a valid excuse. He piokeG. up the soft carryall at 
his feet and Halked array tOHards the transporter hall. 
- SPOCK! .. 
The mental shout brought him to a standstill. 
- VJhere the hell do you think you're going? -
- Jim, I oS\.<:: understand. Enjoy your shore leave. -
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- Come back here at once if you Hant me to do that, then. Camping alone's 
no fun ... 
- Alone? - Spock tri~l to cover his pleasure. 
- Yos, if Jeou don't como Hith me. -
Spack turned to see Kirk hurrying tOHards him, and alone. He vlaited for him 
to come up and r;aid tentatively, "Jim, are you quite sure?" 
"Quite sure," Kirk saicl quietly. "Spock, you are the best cure for loneli-
nesr; I've ever mot. Come on. Let's head for the hills." 
Spocl<: fell into step lasicle him. 
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